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WE ALL DO WHAT WE CAN

,,.

Student Press
Association

.,

t
COLUMBIA

Last Saturday. the_ Speaker of the RIC Student
P_arliament, Brian Taft, did something in his
hometown of Burrillville which we cannot fail to
comment on. Mr. Taft introduced a resolution at the
town meeting asking for the citizen's sentiment on th·e
impeachment of President Nixon. Although the
motion was not considered <evidentally, there was
some hostility to discussing such a serious matter),
we must express our agreement with the sentiments
forwarded by Taft.

SCHOLASTIC

PRESS ASSOCIATION

The ANCHORis located on the third floor of the Student
Union. Our mailing address is:
THE ANCHOR
Rhode Island College
600Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone: 831-6600,extensions 311and 471.
The ANCHOR is composed weekly, during the school
year. It is printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4
Church Street, Ware, Mass.
Advertising is sold at the rate of $1.75 per column inch. A 10 per
cent discount is allowed campus organizations. Ads in "Free
Classifieds" are free to all members of the RIC .community. For
further i~formation, consult our advertising manager.

All editorial decisions for the Anchor are made entirely by its student editorial board. Np form of censorship
will be imposed. However, material found unacceptable or
unsuitable in their opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including Letters to the Editor, must
include the name and address of the author. Names will be
withheld upon request. Views appearing in the Anchor do
reflect those of the administration, faculty
not n~essarily

or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
of the Anchor editorial board.
EDITORIAL BOARD

Will Collette, Executive Editor
Janet Rothbart, Managing and Cultural Editor
Chuck Winn, Business Manager and Veterans' Affairs
Cindy Stergis, News Editor
J
Betty Mournighan, Lay-out Editor
Mary Paolino, Copy Editor
James La~towsld, Advertising and Photography Manager
Jeffrey Horton, Art Director
Jimmy Gallagher, Sports Editor
· STAFF: Arthur Bouchard, Marcel Desrosiers, Tim'Geary,
Catherine Hawkes, Robert Mayoh, George McFadden,
Bruce McIntyre, John Owens, Dennis Picard, Ron Stetson,
Richard Trottier.
CONTRIBUTORS: Paul Di Filippo, Jeffrey Heiser, Art
Joyner, Ray Paradis, John Persico, Donald Preite.
~---------------------------'

As he was quoted in the Providence Sunday
Taft noted that the town meeting is the
traditional means through which "local people can
make their feelings heard," and referred to recent
motions passed by Vermont- and Massachusetts
communities seeking to direct their Congressmen
towards Nixon's removal.
Journal,

Yet. ironically, Rhode Island College's community
government has not yet made any moves in the
direction of posting a point of view on this matter of
national importance. As president Kenneth Haupt
once said, "I think it's ridiculous to pass motions on
things over which we have no control." Yet, one could
argue, how much "clout" would the town of
Burrillville have in Washington? Is it worth the
trouble?
We feel that it is, most certainly, worth all the effort
we can muster. The Anchor has editorialized
repeatedly calling for Nixon's mpeachment and a
redress of the fraud of the elections of 1972.We would
be foolish to fail to recognize the limits of our influence, too, but Student Parliament, as the
representative body of the RIC community, has a
duty, in fact, a mandate to speak on issues that affect
us all. It is a duty that cannot be shirked for long.

God or Science
By John Persico Jr.

abyss of
In the deepest
despondency, when expertise,
institutions and technology have
all failed, man can still be found,
arms outstretched toward the
light of hope. A hope in these dark
foreboding depths which is the last
link between insanity and sanity,
love and hate, crime and justice.
This hope is superbly voiced in the
cry, "Wherefore, my God, art
Thou?"
But God has died. Everywhere
we look there is evidence of this
fact. The philosopher Nietzsche
has proclaimed it. Modern science,
by the _empirical
, supported
evidence of Darwin and Einstein,
has demonstrated irrefutably that
even should God linger on, He is
without the ability or desire to
intervene in our behalf. We are
but one of several million species
who dwell on this earth. If we fail
to prove worthy of evolutionary
succession we should not blame
God. If not dead, He just doesn't
give a damn.
If this be the eleventh hour, who
then is there to turn to? When I
speak so negatively, it is because I
have in mind the increasing rates
of suicide, homicide, insanity,
crime,
divorce,
recidivism,
population, urbanization, potential
for global destruction, pollution of
our environment, destruction of
natural resources and last, the
most terrifying of all, that benign
acceptance by a great part of our
population that these are all facts
of life, irreversible and to be ac-.
cepted.
I cannot counsel myself to accept the values of science,
, technology or relig-ion as adequate

to meet these problems. Under the
rei 5 n of the God of science,
mankind has harnessed the forces
of nature. After man there was
begot
and science
science
technology and technology begot
bombs and automobiles. While
religion, having allowed the
scepter of leadership (which under
it was at best an entrapment of
man's reason and aspirations), to
be wrested from its grasp; has
contented itself with such crumbs
and droppings as it can scavenge·
from the altar of science. It would
appear that institutions have the
same will to survive as do individuals.
Men's primal drives, having
been liberated from the yoke of.
quite
by science,
religion
noticeably flocked to this new
standard. With some very genuine
concern as to the political division
and sharing of the resulting
cornucopia of easier living conditions, the scientific-standard has
marched unblemished through
as
such varied ·governments
capitalism, fa_scism, and communism. I should not like it to
seem that I am glossing over the
extremely important domain of
how we share the fruits of science.
This is probably the second most
important question we now face.
Science does not ask why; that
is teleology. Science is concerned
only with how. But this ability to
explain how puts within the reach
of not only - the constructive
facilitating qualities of man but
also the debasing, self and socially,
destructive qualities; a power
unlike any the world has ever
seen. It is a naive axiom, but
nevertheless true, that science
may be used for good or evil.
It would thus appear unjust to
condemn science; howev~r. this

must be done if mankind is to
awake to -its destructive potential.
With each swing that man takes
with the sword of science, he not
only destroys the impediment to
his existence but also the lifesustaining qualities. Science has
been allowed to exist in a vacuum
sufficient unto its ability to
describe how. We can no longer
allow this haughty prerogative.
This is a dichotomy which if it
continues will result in the
destruction of all mankind. I am
not satisfied with how a better
atom bomb can be built, I am not
satisfied with how a new highway
can be built and I am not satisfied
with how GM production lines can
be made more efficient. I am sick
of such descriptions. What I want
•
to know is why?
.If the distri~ution can -oo~
shown to be egalitarian aii<r"'
p~rmanent, then I must conclude it
is not worth the cost-however
magnificently the how of its
scientific birth impresses me.
Finally I must ever be concerned
not only with how and why but
also with what if. What if highways destroy nature; what if cars
pollute; what if assembly lines
dehumanize people? This complicates the problem considerably,
for it is not easy to decide when
one has to consider other people
and other times. It is surely
simpler to only have to weigh
consequences in terms of ourselves and the present. This is now
a luxury we can no longer afford.
. We must weigh every decision
today not only with a consideration of how or even why, but
also under a rubric of what if,
which - is directed towards the
consideration of its consequences.
to other people, other places and
other times.

You've Come A Long Way, Baby

REACTION
DE.i,AYED

An entirely new method of birth
control has been disc9vered by Dr.
Lura Merldn of the Merkin Clinic.
A tiny folded umbrella is inserted
opens
and
penis
in the
automatically when it has reached
• the apex of the shaft. The underside of ·the umbrella contains
jelly (hence, the name "umbrelly")
which causes the sperm to undergo a chemical change rendering
it incapable of fertilizing the egg.
Dr. Merkin said that the· "umbrelly" can be inserted in the penis
without an anesthetic, and with
very little discomfort to the male.
Thus, it can be done in a matter of
minutes, in any soundproof
doctor's office.
Experiments on a thousand
goats (whose sexual apparatus is
said to be closest to man's) proved
the sperm umbrelly to be 100
percent effective in preventing
eminently
and
pregnancy
satisfactory to the female goat
since it does not interfere with her

rutting pleasure.
the
Dr, Merkin declared
"umbrelly" to be statistically safe
for men. "Out of ~very hundred
goats, only two died of intra-penis
developed
sixteen
infection;
cancer of the testicles; and thirteen were too depressed to have
an erection."
Dr. Merkin pointed out that
early cancer detection is a feature
of the Merkin Clinic. Removal of
one or both testicles is now considered a simple operation and has
very little effect on a goat's sexual
prowess. Only one out of a
thousand goats had to have a
is,
radical penisectomy-that
removal of the penis as well as the
testicles. "But it is too rare to be
Dr.
statistically_ important,"
Merkin said. Other distinguished
members of the Women's College
of Physicians and Surgeons agreed
that the results far outweigh the
risk to individual men.

'
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"Congratulations"

I
A Leatherneck's ~and:
Let's Get the Facts

Janetta
Confused?

To the Editor:
In regards to the letter to the
Editor in the last Anchor by
Richard
Jannetta
entitled:
disappointment in some of the
"Socialist Elite: Richard Nixon,
very students he has fought to Martin Lut~er King, L,B.J. and
protect who can't appreciate
the S.L.A."
anything.
Dear Mr. Jannetta,
The next point I will take in
If you had. any idea of what
contention was the request by the
socialism is you could not possibly
sa,y that the "President" (?) is a
demonstrators that the Marines
come to Donovan Dining center
socialist. Definition: "A political
and address the students. The and economic theory of social
Marines had to refuse. It is school organization based on collective or
policy that the Marine recruiters
government
ownership.
and
only stay at the placement offices "democratic" management of the.
and leave as soon as the interviews
essential means of production and
are concluded. The Marines, being distribution of goods."
the .gentlemen they are, chose not
Mr. Nixon is a man who gained
to insult our school policy which is political dominance by ruining the
more than I can say for the reputation_s of many people;
demonstrators whose actions were merely by accusing them of being
inexcusable.
Socialists or Communists during
Ms. Stergis then states of me, the McC~rthy Era. How can you
"that officer or student, who accuse him of being a socialist,
emotionally shoved someone aside when he constantly vetoes any bill
when he was asked to talk to the
which even borders on social
group." Let's get something
welfare?
straight, Cindy. I don't go around~
Funds for education, welfare,
boring people with my political school lunches, and Project
beliefs and furthermore I had Headstart have been drastically
another appointment to go to. _cut. Social security has risen but
When I came out of the office, I the cost of living has risen more
was surrounded and not allowed to rapidly, so that the elderly are still
pass. When I was trying to make living (or should we say submy way through the crowd sisting?) below the poverty level
someone pushed me. I didn't push and can bar-ely, if at all, get enough
them. This same individual then to eat, let alone a balanced diet
tried to goad me into a fight. Let which is what they need. Despite
me just say· I wouldn't lower their plight Nixon has consistently
myself to his unstable mentality,
vetoed any bill which could
and I was also advised by Captain possibly help them.
Larkin to ignore him, because of
Socialism gives the means of•
his obvious ignorance.
production to the people and
And lastly, my friends, before . Nixon gives it. to the large
Ms. Stergis launches into. some business monopolies, such as
insane drivel about nothing
I.T.T. and the oil companies. As
relatively important, she pauses to for • legal services, they are the
call us, the students of RIC, "non- right of every citizen who can not
doers," "beat-offs" and "tunnel-' afford a lawyer. What other rights
visioned." Well, Cindy, maybe we would you like to deny us?
Mr. J anrietta, you seem to be
enjoy sitting with our friends at the frat tables,' maybe we like confusing
Communism
with
going to a dance and maybe we're .Fascism; remember Mao Tse-Tung
• just a little bit sick of being told we and Karl Marx are not to be
are apolitical and apathetic. I don't confused with Benito, Mussolini.
know why you came here Cindy, Brush up on your political
but as for myself and my friends, ideologies, sir. It is true that we
we came here to scratch out an seem to be heading toward a pt>lice
education, and have a little fun- state, but with the murders at
while we're doing it. There will be ·Jackson and Kent State U.; and
plenty of ti~e for politics and with oppressi_ve-repressive
measures being taken against
worry after copege.
My advice to you, Cindy, is if opposition forces such as the .Black
you wish to write an editorial, first Panthers, these are clearly the
get your facts straight, and don't definite fraits of Fascism.
let
the
smoke • from . the
In conclusion: the reason Nixon
"revolution" get in your eyes.
and his friends are smiling is
John T. Gullucci because they are thinking of all the
128 Mendon Ave. money they can save themselves
Pawt. R. I. 02861 by not paying their income tax.
Cordially,
(name withheld by request)

Straight
Well, fellow students, once
again the so-called "activists" on
our campus, have opened their big
mouths and inserted both feet. I
am referring of course to the
commentary in last week's copy of
The Anchor entitled "Leathernecks Land: Received a Delayed
Demonstration of Non-Welcome."
by Cindy Stergis. As usual, for a
person of her beliefs, Ms. Stergis
presented a pack of lies and other
mixed emotional garbage that
were not only untrue, but downright arrogant and disrespectful.
There are six points in her
article that I will now contend
with, but before I do I'd like to
.make one thing clear. I am the
!'one student" often referred to in
Ms. Stergis' article. My full name
is John Thomas Gullucci, I am a
Marine Corp Officer Candidate
and damn proud of it. I am not
afraid to stand up for what I
believe in and I won't let any
group of semi-intelligent, scatterbrained morons tell me what I can
and cannot do. Now to her commentary.
,
Ms. Stergis states that "the one
student who signed up on the
interview sheet, is already an
officer in the Corp." She a!so
states that I was a "dishonest in to
this campus." You're wrong,
Cindy, I am not an officer, just a
candidate for a commission; if you
~ believe
me, send to
Washington and get my record.
My serial number is 038-36-8270.
As far as a "dishonest in" goes, and
the statement
"their express
purpose was not fulfilled, and so
for that reason should not have
bee~nallowed to stay." Well, I was
not a "dishonest in." It was
necessary for me to see Captain
Larkin to find out all about the
.program I will attend this sum• mer. It is also necessary to point
out. that. I could drop out, of the
Corps program at. anytime and
they could also drop me. So I'm.not
really in yet, am I? Right now, all I
am is a Student.
Ms. Stergis then goes the namecalling route and really tried to
come down hard on Staff Sgt.
Zolas. She called him a "Stilted
little man who looked as if he
might cry if he tri~d to push his
way through again~and wouldn't
look anyone in the eye." Cindy, I
think I should inform you that one
doesn't become a Staff Sgt. in the
Marines by being a cry-baby, the.
look on his face was probably

To the Editor:
I was delighted to learn of the
ANCHOR's selection for first place
in the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association
competitions.
Congratulations and every best
wish for continued success.
Cordially yours,
Donald P. Hardy,
Vi~e-President for Student Affairs

Muchas
Gracias
We came early for the concert of
the Rhode Island College Dance
Company last Saturday night, took
some seats near the front of the
stage and read our program while
waiting for the house lights to dim
and the curtain to· go up. The
program advised us not to worry
too much about understanding the
dance but to give ourselves entirely and enjoy everything. •
There was no doubt but what
there was something good in store
for us but we never expected so
much pleasure. The concert had all
the ingredients of a magnificent
performance: color, humor, grace,
fantasy! We marvelled at the
grace and beauty of each dancer!
We marvelled at their stamina!
We laughed! We applauded wildly!
The program read: "Each
dancer hopes this will be a
delightful evening for yo'1. We
hope that your recalling it will
make it more vivid and permanent. Only during the performance, please give yourself up
entirely

To the Editor:
Regarding your editorial (March
27th) "Enjoying Sex Without
Fear," check READERS DIGEST
"Quotable
Quotes,"
in the
February or March issues for an
apt summation.
Something to the effect of: "Oh,
what a tangled web they weave
when parents
believe
their
children are naive."
-Y. Poore

Editor's Reply
There is such a thing as mail
correspondence, even if it's not
what it used to be. Don't expect
our readers to believe that the
recruiters had to take all that
precious time and energy to speak
to you personally. No one is that
naive.
If you feel that your scope of
activity here does not fit the
commentary, fine. It's not a grandscale accusation unless you see it
that way. In other words, if the
shoe fits ...if not, don't look so
outraged.
• -CINDY STERGIS,
NEWS EDITOR

GRACIAS!

•

T. Steven Te~
Dept. of Modern Languages

All copy
submitted to

The Anchor
should he·

and to the

triple spaced

MYTHOLOGY
Avatar
Bacchus
Cupid
Echo

A~lus
Amazon
An11bis
Atlas

Erato
Euterpe

Hecuba
Neptune

crossword puzzle
52 Musical and
refuse
ACROSS
13 Myth: Egypmovi'e: --!
1 Lust.,,
tian
god who
54
6 Type of lyric
::i~: repaled the dead
to
judgment
poem
. 55 Sound of
11 Mythology:
a bell
16 Division of
ancient
God of the
DOWN
nd
Greece
wi •
1 Lebanese
19 Myth: muse
13 Myt~: female
seaport
warno;
of music
14' Suffix: having 2 M~th0 !ogy: 21 Myth: Sea
;:i:mo .
to do with ,
god who
15 Myth: foster
could
3 Prefix:
father of
change his
early
Bacchus
own form
4 El,vated
17 -- Everest
at will•
railways,
18 Payable
23
Roman
for short
20 Anklebone
robes
5 Night in
21 -- for. the
25 Indian
Paris
hemp
6 Ostrichcourse
plant
like birds
22 Border upon
24 Gibraltar, for 7 Dance
27 Homo
step
short
sapiens
25 A French
8 Where the
29 Foot ( Lat.)
ch.eese
wizard was 32 Conduct
26 Tiny particle 9 Estate
33 German dia28 Remove gas- 10 Confidencritical mark
oline through
tially: ....
34 Suffix: of
a hose
nous
the kind of
30 Euphemistic 12 Open
36 Glossy
oath
hearth
coating
32 Part of a

Graffiti
To the Editor:
We are a small group of
graduate students engaged in a
research project on graffiti.
Limited by time, size and budget,
we seek alternate methods to
obtain samples nationwide. The
alertness and retention of the
young mind along with the
student's mobility make college
students a valuable source. We
would like any samples sent
directly to us of any clever graffiti
observed by anyone on your
campus.
Burl Moss
Box8402
Greensboro,N.C.27410

evening, one of the most delightful
in the thirteen years that my wife
Catherine and I have been at RIC.
Our recalling it, will make it more
vivid and permanent. To e~ch
dancer, to Fannie Melcer, to the
people backstage, and to everyone
involved in the dance, MUCHAS

joy of not attempting to understand it."
' We did not attempt to understand it. We assure each
dancer that it was a delightful

Looking for

Enjoying
Sex ...

t9 the moment

To the Editor:
The ANCHOR staff, especially
Will Collette
are
to • be
congrat~lated for the honor of
being awarded "First Place" in the
college-university
newspaper
category
of the
Columbia
Scholastic Press Association.
I believe there are many on the
eampus who share my pride and
appreciation for an ANCHOR staff
who have done such a fine job.
, Dick Thomas
Associate Dean for Student Activities and the Student Union

Pan
Prti\aus
Silenus
Urania

=.,=-13;;r,H=>I--...,,.,..,,.=,=

37 Large
artery
39 Myth: Nymph
who pinf!d
away for love
of Narci5$Us
41 Tangle
43 Death ,anle
44 Old, dismantled sliip
47 Small roll
48 Transgression
51 State (ab.!
53 May 8, 1945:
- - Day

chair
33 Myth: Muse
of astronomy
.35 Koko's
weapon
37 Ampe,es
(abJ
38 Route ( ab.)
40 ••-- or
!!utter
,42 Spa,:,ish
cheer
43 The Third

-

45 , __Bernardino
•46-,Rear Artil-

lery (ab.I
47 Myth: God
of wine
and revelry

,

4!3°'University
degree ( ab.I

59 Uproar

54

Dhtr,
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PEOPLE VERSUS THE POWER COMPANIES

:i

Ever since the Narragansett
Electric Company announced a
proposed rate in,crease for consumers, many community groups
have responded with a firestorm of
protest. Consumers have been
saddled with bearing the brunt of
the burden for increased costs as a
result of the "energy crisis" and
these groups have been fighting to
reverse this ti'ena."".
anSince the Narragansett
nouncement, nearly all of the
sister power companies in the
Southern New England area have
announced similar requests, some
of which, like the proposed
automatic price hike suggested by
Blackstone
Valley
Electric,
amount to "de-regulation" of the
utilities.
At the root is the question of
"who pays?" The utilities say that
they are forced to pas~ along all of
the price hikes they 'receive
because of increasipg "Fu.el Adjustment ... clauses~ ·a_nq must ask
fol.'· standard
fflte ,.increases
because their proffts ~are,being .c:ut
by. consumer conserya't,ion-that
is, -according to the p.o~er companies, the ' more people, save
power, the less the companies sell
and, therefore, _the less money
they make.
The consumer groups, under the
bannel'- of the-- "Peoples/ Publtc rate ~ike. proposals should be
Utility Commission'(composed ofo
subject . to the approval of· the
score of groups including the R.I. General Assembly and that under
•Workers Association;, P.ACE, Fair no circun:istances
must the
welfare, s~veral trade'·unions and companies be allowed to become
the Middle-Class Citizens Lobby), "de-regulated."
..feel that if one group is, to stiffer,
The .local companies feel, with
.then all should suffer.· Tne costs of so,me justification, that- the· full
power geneiration should be blame for higher prices belongs at
shared
and not passed on the national level; They fee.I that
•autoIJ1ati<;:~lly.
At meetings held in the regulation of oil allocation and
·i:rrovidence, the Blackstone Valley •pr.icing on the na~ional level is the
·,·andelsewhere in Rhode Island, the only answer (not denied by the
theme was the same:, "Why should community groups who feel that
, we pay i't all?"
•
although true, national regulation
Several proposals have been put would not solve their immeqiate
,forth by the Coalition, and at least problem}. :j3lackstone Valley and
officials
have
two wilt take th& form of Narragansett
legislation before 'the General repeatedly claimed that without
the ability to raise the price levels
' Assembly. The Coalition feels that
the "fuel Adjustment"
hike·s to what they propose, they would
should be shared on a 50-50 basis be forced to go out of business.
by consumers and power com- Last week, BVE spokesmen hinted
panies, that there should be no strongly that lack of revenue
might force them ~o l_ay-offsome
rate hike in 1974, that all further

_f'1o
re_

•.I\JJJertf
s1i~

Co~ts

Love
•

to Co/J{l{S

Seldom

IS

-lhe 1ssu,

t

Dd you sometimeswant_to reach out to others? Most people do, but
perhaps God has speciallytouched you. The DominicanSistersof the
Sick Poor try to recognizeeach person's unique call-so we have made
the requirementsfor joining us as flexibleas possible.

Weoffer you the opporfunity to live with us, wqrk with us, pray with
us among the people we serve.This will allow you the atmosphere to
_discernand evaluateyour call.

1?oTAL
O<;.T;

Our Mis.5ionis to. the poor, but to a specialcategory of the poor: the
sick.There are many ways for you to servethe poor and the sick. We
welcomeyou to . . . "Come and see'.'

,~-------------~~---~---~--1
SIStERSo~th€SICkPOOR
, , IJ07 I oom1rncan
I
I

I

M,ARIANDALE

OSSINING,'NE\\'

YORK 10562

Dear Sister,
I would like to know more about the op~ortuniti~sy_ouoffer for
I
sharingin your work.I understand there is no obhgat10n.
I NAME
_______
_;__________
--: ___
I
____________________
---::-_ I
I ADDRESS
• STATE
_____
ZIPCOlilE
___
I
I CITY
II TA-DS
II
PHONE
________

I·
I

workers.
But many me~bers of the
community feel that the solvency
of the power companies is not a
real issue; indeed the consumers
and I the. communities themselves
might be better off if the so-called
public utilities were owned and
operated by the municipalities. In
other localities, such as Seattle,
Wash. and Tallahassee, Fla., cityrun utilities are not only cheaper
for consumers, but also provide
much of those cities' revenue.
At' present, the citizens' groups
are demanding that the General
Assembly and the Public Utilities
Commission hold open public
hearings to consider the rate hike
proposals. The success of their
effort hinges on how concerned the
people of Rhode Island are in the
operation and cost of this most
vital service.

I

l--------------------~--------~

5_tX
Information
and.Referral
SERVICE
Tuesday
1-4
Thursdays
1-4

The
Drop-In-Center
Under Donovan .
Facts and Help. No Fee.

Political Partfes
and Pressure

ToAll Interested
·facuity,Staff,Bodies,Spirits,Etc.

Group lnternsl].ip
A dynamic internship for R.I.
College stude.nts, interested ih the.
Federal political process, will be
established in Washingto!}, D.C.
for the Fall semester of i97 4. This
program is pending, how--ever, on
the responsiveness of interested
students. If enough persons from
the Student body indicate a desire
to participate, R.I. College will
seek to establish this internship in
the fall of 1974. Mount Vernon
College offers th.e internship
program to colleges nationwide.
The actual internship will take
place on Capitol Hill with federal
'departments
and
agencies.
Participants will have two sixweek internships: the first in
Political Parties, the second in
Pressure Groups. This field experience will be supplemented by
a seminar at Mount Vernon
College. Housing will be available .
on the campus while also 15
academic credits may be earned by
the students for transfer to RIC.
Further information is available
from: DR. PROFUGHI, DEPT. OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE, CRAIGLEE 221.
•
Deadline date is ·May 15th, for
application.

_____

_..... ____ . _Photos by_Arthur Bouchard
..........

For the paltry sum of $2.50, you can gain entrance to that most
exclusive group, ANCHOR subscribers, and for not ·one-cent
extra, you will als_oreceive FRESH FRUI_T-the
only state-wide
college newspaper. Send before._midnight tonight, the supplies
are unlimited. Better still, send yesterday.
The ANCHOR seeks to serve more than the student population
of RIC. Simply by reading this ad, you are demonstrating that t'1e
ANCHOR serves you in some way. Rest a~sured that the ANCHOR muscle-people will not wrest this issue from your person,
but be advised that you are making use of a service thilt must be
paid for, and finances being what they are make_i.t necessarythat
yourself we get some cash now and then. Make life ~~nUor
keep reading the ANCHOR and FRESH F~{;
~1ife
easier
for us and ship some bread to the ANC:..~()~-~
$2.50 for 27
double issues, quite the bargain, sent'to. the· location of your
choice by the Mercurial mail system ( l°rnagine the prestige In
that!).

(Address or Rm. Number)

(Date)

I
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For The
Right
by Rev. Ennio Cugini ;

Of man's responsibility and in it. Evolution is not truth, nor is
obligation to revealed truth, the it . a
representation
or
Apostle Paul wrote these words, manifestation of truth; it is
•...because they received not the deception and a hoax and a lie.
love of the truth, that they might
Men believed the Bible before
be saved. And for this cause God they were introduced to and
shall send them strong delusion, undertook to believe the theories
that they should believe a lie: that of ev·olution. Men believed, and 1
they all might be damned who that universally, that' 'in the
believed not the truth, but had beginning God created the heaven
. and the earth.' Idolatry and
pleasure in unrighteousness."
It is a fact, that truth has been _evolution, then, are perversions
revealed, that it can be known, and heresies, designed to counter
Universities and colleges, in conjunction with the
During the anti-war movement . many victories
that it has been preached, it has and . negate that sublime and
government, are trying to bring back R.O.T.C. and
were also won in education, such as Third World
been taught and that there are precise statement set forth by
military recruiting. ROTC for all local college
studies, increases in the enrollment of third world
those who have received the truth Moses in the Book of Genesis.
students has been situated at Providence College
students (Black, Latin, Asian) through open adand it is said of them, that they Moses wrote truthfully because
because they felt this was a quiet campus. A P .L.C.
missions and other programs, and in general colleges
haye arrived at the knowledge of the facts he recorded were given
marine program is being started for which you get
were opened up more to working class kids. More
the truth.
to him to record by the One Who is
$100 a month while attending school. This is a bribe
\It is also true that there are 'the Way, the Truth and the Life' financial aid programs were set up, and students got
for needy students who should be able to get an
curriculums reformed, women's studies, and coed
those persons who 'are ever even, Jesus Christ. Let a man
education without having to serve the military.
learning, and never able to come to deny or contradict what Moses has •dorms. There are still victories to be won but we
Other schools are fighting back. There is a rent
have to fight to hold on to the areas we_have gained.
the knowledge of the truth.' · written and he immediately
strike at Wayne.State in Detroit at an all women's
Others, like Jambres and Jannes constitutes himself a liar.
. This is because there is a crisis in our international
dormitorJ. Last spring students in New York City
of old, are guilty of resisting the
The objective of the theory of· economic system and we students are being forced to
took over the administration building at City College
pay for it in part.
truth. Some are guilty of lying ~ evolution is two-fold; one, to
to protest financial aid cutbacks and a newly
Tuition and rent for dorms at Providence College
against the truth. And there are destroy trust ip. the ·Bible account
proposed tuition. (They now have no tuition.) Boston
has
been
raised
for
next
semester,
and
Rhode
Island
those who are destitute of the of Creation and to alienate men
University is now fighting a $200.00 increase in
College has already announced a similar rent raise of
truth, men of corrupt minds, from God at this point, and two, to
tuition. We too must unite to protect our right to an
more tlaan $100.00. There are also cutbacks' ·in aid
reprobate concerning the faith create a system of thought•which
education, and ensur.e all young people get this right.
which means no more college or many more loans for
who suppose that gain is godliness. would make it prohibitive and
There is a new student movement emerging on
needy students. Third World cultural centers and
And amongst the professors' of. would not allow for the entrance
college campuses. And it is a movement that has a
Christianity there are some who. into history at a given point of study programs are threatened with cutbacks. Vital
greater understanding of our erlemy than before. We
courses
are
not
being
offered
in
many
areas.
How
have turned their ears from the time of a Perfect, Sinless One, the
know that behind our problems l_iesthe same system
will they get away with this?
truth and in turn have been given • Son of God, the Christ.
that causes cutbacks in crucial funds for social
The government thinks the student movement is
over to fables.
Evolution was conjured up as a
services throughout the society. That system breeds
dead
so
they
can
cut
back
on
money
and
programs
A degree does not necessarily theory by men who had been found
wars in Indochina and overthrows governments like
and students will just sit back quietly. In fact. they
imply or mean that the recipient guilty of rejection of the love of the
in Chile. Wages are frozen while prices are soaring.
encourage crazy activities like streaking or soul
has been educated in truth; not at truth that they might be saved,
Rockefeller, Mellon, Getty, and the other monopoly
travel _or a saturday guru in the media, which are
all. It could conceivably represent
who had come under the influences
capitalists are a strong enemy, but their time is
"better than protests." More obvious is their tactic of
years spent in indoctrination in of the judgment of God, and under
coming: we're sick and tired of the exploitation and
divide and conquer-Black students competing with
false conclusions, f::•·:lty premises the terrible and far reaching efcorruption. The Attica Brigade is waging a fight
whites for financial aid; For example, many students
and deception. Wnat good is fects of strong delusion and who
against this system. All students must organize and
at RIC feel that if you're Black you can get all the aid·
education if it doesn't teach a had been given over to believe a
fight back for our right to ari education and a decent
you want. All students have a right to an education
person how to live or give that· lie. Truth came by Jesus Christ
which means all who need aid should get it.
)ife.
-RIC Attica Brigade
person a goal tG strive for, one that but evolution came from out of the
is legitimate arid that satisfies the pit of a lie.
soul? The fact that so many
This impossible and incredible
powerful and yet it is· easily
persons leave 'the halls of learning' scheme was spewed forth in order
controlled. It responds rapidly and
~$nmental
with so · little appreciat~on for to shut the Christ out of the
it rarely refuses to follow orders.
:£duc~&iOD,
truth,
filled with despair,
hearts, minds and loyalties of men
One sits inside the auto and is
Committee_
frustrations, nihilism and re.ady to and to reduce Him to the status of
consequently protected against
blow the country up or change the a mere man, ,sus·ceptible to
the outside world by the car itself.
system is proof that they have not corr,uption, mortality, and to the
A car affords a large measure of
been educated in anything that temptations that are the common
privacy. One can safely utter
abusive language against the other
ON, PSYCHOLOGY
even remotely resembles truth.
lot of all men.
I'm sure that no . reasonable
The Christ of the evolutionists is
driver. Driving is easy yet it takes
person will dispute the charge that 'the Christ portrayed on the screen
skill. The power, design and style
AND
CAR
POOLS
all education apart from that by 'Jesus
Christ-Sup~rstar ,'
of a car serve as a competitive
'Godspell' an'd 'The Exorcist.' In
which •is known as Christian
function. A car gives freedom, it
education is stru.etured on the one He is just a man, in another He
moves. It does not ask questions,
scheme and according to the is a clown, and in the last, Satan •
its patience is endless-the car
By Ken Borst
seems to have become the actingconcepts
and
prece-pts
of vomits in His face.
While gazing out of my office out instrument par excellence."
evolution. If the pretensions of
It is to be noted that every
According to the evolutionists
evolution were to be removed ·Marxist is a revolutionary, and Marx, Lenin and King were men window this morning (March 4) on
You dori't have to read articles
the experiment being conducted in on psychology to capture this
from the public school system, its that every revolutionary is an with more enlightenment than
classrooms, its textbooks, methods evolutionist. And we know, that 1 Christ and had infinitely more to the lot be)tind the library, these
feeling that Americans are in love
employed, etc., etc., it would one of the conditions for mem- give than Christ, by • way of thoughts come to mind.
with their cars. A popular beer
First of all, I notice that the lot commercial asks the· question
disintegrate •and crumble into an bership in any of the forces of wisdom and experience, because
is only about 35 percent full and 15 "What js class?'', and one of our
unrecognizable heap of debris. The revolution is that the candidate they appeared
later in the
percent of th\ total available space more
public school system, because it is renounce and repudiate with evolutionary process than Christ.
enthusiastic
citizens
So, they say, Christ must give way • has been wasted because the
built on the theory of evolution, is 'finali!Y .and without reservation,
eloquently explains that class is
like the house built on sand that
Moses and Genesis. So you see, the to either of these in the hearts of drivers can't park their cars . •his car! ("I shine it, it's beautiful,
the
lines.
Two
etc.").
thl;l. Lord J e.~us s_poke of in the distance between evolution and men. The Bible thep. must give between
Gospel according to Matthew. It revolution is at times hardly way to the Communist Manifesto, Volkswagens are taking up more
It seems to me that it will take.
space than a herd of pregnant
so they conclude.
more than clean dependable mass
must fall because there is no truth
discernible.
I
elephants.
Nevertheless,
the
transportation
systems or a
experiment is only beginning and bungled policy on energy to make
perhaps students and faculty the majority of us give up our
members will band together to automobiles,. although I am not
take advantage of the "parking
convinced that we need one for
bonus" situation. More likely, every other man, woman or child.
SO IN Tl4EENO,I
people will find ways of pairing up as the case appears to be now. It
OUTI DIDN'T£SCAPE
.SOlD ESCAPE
AFTERHIGHSCHOOLI
MAYFAILf'1Y
COURSES,
A
ff I JUSTENTERED
for the distance 1from Alger to the
WORKED
IN ll4E BUSINESS
"1~_W£NT
will take an investigation and
iw;K TO
8UT l'fli\8ECOMIHGM
WORLDWtiEAE ALL1lE
~LD ANOSAWENOUGHOF
library lot.
subsequent education of people in
EXPERT
ON POUTICS/
COLLE'CE.
RACKSTA88EAS
ARE
~CKSTABBINGlD DOME
Secondly, the independent
terms of defensive psychological
T""\ ~OR Llf"E.
·YOUN'8l'
nature of Americans is a pretty
needs. People do not want to be
tough obstacle to overcome;
rebuffed, ignored, th"reatened or
Robert Turfboer, a psychiatrist,
ridiculed by fellow passengers and
writes in his article "Do People. it will take a major effort by ex~
Really Drive as They Live?":
perts-in the beha\Tioral scien~ to
"The automobile is an amazingly convince most of us that we should
..
. ~,11sefql:-antl~ressiv.e ,symbol<It ,is ,'.'Leave the drh(- to .-(thend.~
cii•,~'''
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RIDGEWAY

SHINN

Conversations With The Power Tower
On March 25th, ANCHOR
reporters Will Collette and Mary
Paolino met with Vice-President
for Academic Affairs, Ri~geway
Shinn, and discussed a wide range
of topics.
Dr. Shinn has ·been at RIC since
1958. Since 1966, he has served as
Dean of Arts and Sciences until
February, when he assumed the
post of Vice-President. His tenure
in the Dean's post has been
marked on several occasions by
bitter controversy,
especially
following his activities in one of his
major roles, that of hiring and
firing faculty members.
This was the first area discussed
with Dr. Shinn:

I

Dr. Ridgeway Shian <1969 Photo J

Class of '74 Makes

ANCHOR: Dr. Shinn, since 1966, a
number of unpleasant charges
have • bee71i made against you
regarding your, treatment
of
certain
faculty
members.

I

Critical Choices
By Will Collette

On March 27th, the Class of 1974
held a well-attended meeting in
the Student Union Ballroom. The
rneeting covered the choices facing
the class as preparations for
graduation ceremonies 'are made.
The officers of the class, Ray
Gallison, Joann
Drake
and
Michelle Laliberte, tolci'the group
that there were a number of
concerns regarding the method by
which a student speaker would be
chosen to give the address at the
Cap and Gown Convocation. This
was in response to the controversy
stirred last year when Brian
Mulvey drew a metaphor comparing education to the process of
excretion.
Evidentally,
Mr.
·Mulvey's casual use· of the word '
"shit" and his· reference to famous
personages like President Nixon
and the Pope shocked some people
to the point where they did not
wish the experience
to be
repeated.
,
Ms. Drake denied that there
was any • direct Administratfon
pressure on the content of the
speech,
but the apparatus
suggested
by the
officers
suggested that some censorship
seemed desirable by the ,college.
For example, the class was told
that a copy of the speech should be
forwarded to President Charles
Willard before the ceremony. Ms.
Drake said that this was done as a
"courtesy" so that nothing said in
the student's speech would be
repeated by other speakers and
that no power of censorship would
be yeilded.
Other suggestions included: l)
having a class officer give the
speech; 2) choosing a speech by
having students submit proposed
texts to a "screening- committee,'.'
who would then. choose a
"representative speech," and 3)
simply choosing a student as
speaker and letting
him-her
compose the speech. without
censorship.
The problem as expressed by
Ms. Drake was t,hat "some
students felt that Mulvey's speech
wasn't representative
of the
class." I responded to Ms. Drake
that if a representative was what
was sought, then the members of
the class should sit before an
empty podium for five minutes
while a tiny group of students
shouted anti-war slogans off-stage
just out of earshot.
The final decision of the group
was to seek the names of students
interested in giving the speech and
to have them "audition" a brief
speech before the next meeting of
the class (which was held
yesterday,
April 10th, after
ANCHOR deadline).
The next item was the class gift,
which would amount to at least
$1000 and possfl;!ly l!}ore. In 1972,
the ,o)as.s,gift Hff{~
eP.,fl~ .pqle, ,a

precedent which many members,
including myself, did not want to
see followed. Several altruistic
choices were presePted, including
sending the money to aid drought
victims in central Africa, buying
gynecological equipment for the.
Health Center's proposed OB-GYN
center on campus, establishing a
"tragedy fund" to aid victims of
personal disasters and setting up a
permanent scholarship fund for
Third World students. These
proposals were also deferred to·
the next meeting.
As Commencement Speaker,
Ms. Drake announced that a first
choice was established for Harvey
_Cox,Harvard theologian and antiwar activist.
The final item was the social
committee report which discussed
plans for "Las Vegas Night" and
Senior Week. Plans for those
activities were not finalized at that
meeting and volunteers
and
suggestions were sought for both
. planning and execution.

CDC "Extern"
Program

Interested in some real workexperience in the field of your
choice?
Unsure about a particular career
but interested in finding out what
it would be like?
We have plans to pair students
with people working in the fields
of business, e·ducation, social
services, etc. during the spring
vacation in April or at some other
time convenient to your schedule.
\

Sound interesting? See Tricia
Haney in the Car~er Development
Center, 31'i Roberts Hall, or call
831-6600 X-563.

Specifically, we are referring to
the cases of Dostourian (1968),
Tegu (1966 to the present), Puretz
\(1969), Coleman and Raboy (196970), and others.
As we understand it, the issue
was "professionalism" and degree
credenti.als. Do you still feel the
same way about the importance of
a doctoral degree as you did then?
SHINN: Well, each of these cases
was different and had to be judged
individually. As far as terminal
degrees are concerned, I'd answer,
'absolutely.'
1
ANCHOR: Yet', is it not the case
that there are many faculty
members
who are not only
retained,
but tenured,
even
though they have not achieved
their doctorates? The college
catalog for 1971-3shows 20 faculty
with either a Bachelor's degree or
no degree at al~ 188 with a
Master's Degree only and only 1!J.3
with a Doctorate. In the current
ca~alog, the figures are 18 without
a Masters, 178 with only a Masters
and 166 with a Doctorate ...
SHINN: That sounds reasonable. I
don't have the figures in front of
me.
ANCHOR: Should the same
standards of professionalism be
applied to them? For instance, in
1968, Dr. Willard said in a front
page interview in the ANCHOR,
that he felt that any professor who
failed or. showed disi11iterest in
obtaining a doctorate "would make
a good high school teacher." How
do you feel about that?
SHINN: The standards have been
-applied as they can be applied.
You've got to turn it the other
way, however. A terminal degree
doesn't make a good teacher, but it
doesn't make one a bad one-it
may or it may not.
In
the
public
school
system ...once you complete a
doctorate you make the maximum.
ANCHOR: That's an interesting
observation that almost coincides

with that voiced by_some faculty
members that one might make
much more in the high schools
than at RIC-they feel that the
longer one teaches at RIC, the
more likely one i,s to be at the
bottom of their payscale ...
SHINN: That's their analysis. But
regarding terminal degrees, there
are always exceptions-there
should be in any system that is
humane. There have been persons
tenured without the appropriate
terminal degree but whose total
package (of contributions to the
college) have been appropriate.
You need to look at publications,
service to the college, etc.
ANCHOR: We note that yourlong-time associate and subordinate Ms. Annette
Ducey
(Associate Dean of Arts and
Sciences), does not have a Doctorate (SHINN: "yes?"), yet she
holds not only the title of Assoc.
Dean of Arts and Sciences, but the
rank of Assistant Professor of
English ...
SHINN: There's a difference
between an administrative and
professorial post-Ask me if she's
a doctoral candidate? .. (ANCHOR:
"Is she?") Yes, she is! She has been
a candidate for her doctorate for
several years ....
ANCHOR: Yet wasn't it the time
factor for getting the "degree the
critical factor in the firing of
Dostourian, Coleman and Raboy?
SHINN: Ms. Ducey has not had
the normal amount of time to work
on her degree, since much of her
time is consumed by her work as
Dean. But the maintenance of
standards
in promotions
is
essential. Ms. Ducey is not being
considered for a promotion until
she gets her doctorate.
ANCHOR: Yet we have heard
rumors from several quarters that
she is being promo_ted as your
successor in the post of Dean of
Arts and Sciences?
(DR. SHINN SHRUGGED.)

RIC NOTICES

..

UUMfET

On Monday, April 15th, the regular monthly meeting of the Jeunsh
Faculty-Student Association will be held in Student Union Room 306 at 9,
a.m .

L.H(

•

A suggestion box has been installed in Adams Library near the inspection desk on level C. The libr:a,rystaff is interested in your questions
and comments about the libra77j"q,ndits services. Questions and answers
will be posted O'fl a, bulletin board in the wbby. We would like to hear
from s_tudents, ft;iculty and staff soon.
-Dena M. Janson

Athletic Policy to Come

Under Review·

•A committee to review policy and operation of athletics at Rhode
Island College has been appointed by RIC president Dr. Charles B.
The West Virgini.a Exchange Committee is sponsoring a SfRING
.Willard, it was announced today.
• .
PREVIEW OF WEST VIRGINIA STATE COLLEGE to acquaint inCiting the growth and diversification of programs at RIC in the last
terestedfreshmen, sophomores and juniors with the exchange prqgra.m.
few years, Dr. Willard pointed out that "along with other activities, the
A group of students will visit the WVSC campus from April 28 to May 1.
athletic program at the •college has developed greatly.'' RIC now parTravel and lodging expenses will be paid by RIC. Participation in the
ticipates in a number of sports ne'}' to the campus, involving many more
PREVIEW does not commit the student to the exchange program.
students than previously were involved, both in intercollegiate athletic
Students can apply to Dr. James Bierden, Gaige 361, extension 457.
activities and in intramural sports, Dr. Willard observed.
The committee is charged with the responsibility of reviewing the
policy and operation of athletics, intercollegiate and intramural in all of
their as_pects.The committee is to be unrestricted, but recommendations
of the committee should speak to policy, personnel practices, scope of the
programs, finar,cing, administration, etc. Dr. Willard said. They should
suggest what RI C's approach should be to intramural athletics, women's
The Co-op Play Group of RIC opened its second year and is operating
intercollegiates, men's minor sports, recruitment, long road trips,
in the lower lounge of Browne Hall. The group was formed to provide
development of standards, etc. These points of study are intended to
child care for children of RIC faculty, students, and staff. To accomplish
suggest the scope of the inquiry and not the limits, Dr. Willard em- this child supervision is shared by all group members.
phasized.
Recently, the following new officers were elected:
Dr. Thomas Lavery, director of part-time programs at the college, was
Co-ordinator:
Tedd Merlan
named chairman of the committee. The others appointed are: Myrl
Assistant Co-ordinator:
Patrick McCarthy
Herman of elementary education, Dixon McQool, associate dean of
Secretary:
Maryalice Milne
student affairs, Helen Murphy, assistant professor at Henry Barnard .
Treasurer:
Maura Kirk
School, Maribeth McLee Murray, student, George R. Poli, alumni,
On March 14, 1974, six group members attended the National Robert
Gerald L. Suggs, alumni, Kenneth R. Walker,· assistant professor of
F. Kennedy Council of Campus Child Care, held in Washington, D.C. A
secondary education and James L. White, Jr., student.
report on the workshops and lectures of this three day convention was
The review of athletics at RIC is in ,response to a number of comments,
given at a group meeting. Plans were made to attend more conferences
observations and criticisms from a number of sources, including
of this nature.
students, faculty, alumni and friends of the coJ!~ge, noted by the adFurther information abou~ ,the group can be ob~~.at
.the Play
Il:ll.nis_t.r:aJ:io,n,
Dr_; Willard. explained.
'" .~ _ .. __
~-·-_g~l!t~r _i!,l:~q)~Qe, !IJ1Jl~__ . ~ :.._. _ . . - . .
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Political Science
Column

~

DEAN OF AR TS AND SCIENCES

By Norman A Fournier
Four students have recently
returned from the March 4th U.S.
Congressional Internship that took
place in Washington D.C. Steve
Mulcahey and Daniel Issa served
from Representative
Tiernan's
office while Gaston Malloy and
Christopher Wynne participated
from Senator Pell's office. All had
been chosen from their past and
present interest in political affairs.
Mr. Mulcahey, also a member of
the Political Science Advisory
Committee,
remarked,
upon
returning, that "the Internship
provided an exciting privilege to
view Congressional Committees at
work." He also stated that he
would encourage anyone concerned with the institutions of
government, to take the opportunity in applying for the
Internship. The Interns not only
met important public officials, but
also toured our nation's Capitol.
The Department of Political
Science offers Internship opportunities, in Washington D.C.,
twice a year, in cooperation with
Senator Pell and Representative
·Tiernan. The next Congressional
Internship will be May 6th, when
four more RIC students will be
selected to participate. Interested
students may fill an application,
available from the Political Science
office, through the secretary in
Craig-Lee 221. The deadline date
is April 17tll.
Mr. Dustin Hamlin announced a
reminder to Poli Sci students and
faculty that nominations to the
Student Advisory Committee will
be taken after the Spring Recess.
Three of the four present members will be graduating this June.
They are Margaret Loughran
(Chairwoman),Dustin Hamlin, and
Steve Mulcahey.

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
Applications
are invited for the position
of Dean of Arts
and Sciences.
The Dean administers
and coordinates
the programs
of the College in the Departments of Anthropology/Geography,
Art,
Biology, Economics, English,
History,
Mathematics,
Modern Languages,
Music, Nursing, Physical Sciences,
Political
Science,
Speech/Theatre,
and Sociology,
as well as programs in General Studies,
Medical
Technology and Social Service.
The Dean, who reports
to the VicePresident
for Academic Affairs,
works closely with the Dean of
Educational
Studies,
particularly
in the coordination
of teacher
education programs, and with the Dean of Graduate Studies.
The
Dean provides leadership
and direction
in curriculum
improvement
and assessment,
inter-disciplinary
programs and research;
the Dean
is responsible
for the evaluation
of approximately
two hundred and
fifty faculty
in the Division of Arts and Sciences and the preparation of the annual Arts and Sciences bµdget.
Candidates
should possess an earned doctorate
and evidence of
responsible
administrative
experience
at the college level.
Evidence
of successful
college teaching and scholarly
production
is desirable.
The effective
date of the appointment is September 1, 1974, at a
starting
salary of between $23,'000 and.$28,000 on a calendar year
basis.
mitted

Letters
of application
with a complete
before April 30, 1974 to:
Professor
Mark W. Estrin
Chairman, Dean of Arts and Sciences
Rhode Island College
Providence,
Rhode Island
02908

Rhode Island College
opportunity
employer.
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THURSDAY'S THEME: Black Culture

WATTSTAX,
starringRichardPryor,IssacHayes,
JohnnyTaylor
SOUL
TOSOUL,
starringRobert~
Flack,Santana,
IkeandTin~Turner,WilsonPickett

I

I

FRIDA Y'S THEME: Black Survival

THEMACK,
starringMaxJulien,RichardPcyor
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' n.o.<~.PHESE~TS:
20th Centur,-Fox Presents

JDANNEWOCXJWARD
in
"THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON MAN-IN-THE-MOON

•

l(MiG{i)LDS"
Paul Newman Production ot.ti.:~71

Pulitzer Prizewinning play

( ;ai~t' :\uditoriu~. Ao~I 1-lth
8pm 50 ¢ with RIC I.D.:
.75 ¢· for others.

.

Since the language barrier constitutes
the prepo°r,derate difficulty in succ·eeding at a foreign school, the [uromed
program also includes an intensive
• 12-16 week medical and° conversational language course, mandatory for
al! stud,ents,, Five hours daily, 5 days
per week (12-16 w.eeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.

,,:,.,·

-,., ,

,In addition, Euromed provides studen.t's.,.;ith a 12-16 week intensiv~ cultural orientation/program, with Amer•
lean students now studying medicine·
in that particular country serving as
counselors ..
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HELP WANTED
lll:istler can make $100-day easily
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SUPPLY LIMITED ... :, MAIL THIS COUPON TODA YI
of Vigilant Burglar Alarms
Send mt!
"'I enclose s,.oo for each Vigilant ,AI/Jrm
Family£Jewels Ltd. I
I understand that ,f I am not totally
3431 West Vlllarct Avenue
sat1sf1ed, I will receive a complete·ref..und
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209
, i ~·
if returned within 10 days.

~ppfi.Cfllign. and lurtf/_e!, ,.
information, phone toltfree:

. fO(

:~-

•

The,earth sbattering noise_t.rnm :his purse-fittrng hotn_ •
gives >you the protection you··ve b:ren lopking for agains_t",'
muggers and rapists. Justs-nap two .-,eqlight batteries into
this amazing new Vigilant Alarm and~ :,J're ready._No·'
wires required. Complete package inclu'ues supe'r simple
,
, instructions showing how the Alarm can also be·eas~ty.installed on windows or doors. GET Vt.GILA.NT BJ:.FORE
• •
• '
;. ·
THEY GET YOU.

currently
-~tude.nts
or &raduate
Se~-i~~
are
iinive_rsity·
enrolledi!I an American.
in the £uromed
eli&ibleto partic.ipate
_pro&ram.

·,

-·

-~
T ..
-r~...

put this in
your purse
before
they
. get 1n
your hair!

-

~c.

:
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An.dthat's just the _bP.ginning.

Eagle Hill School, in Hardwick, Massachusetts is interested in
,. hiring juniors, seniQrs, and grl).dua,~eeducation majors to teach for
scale is $200 to $;150.(inc}uding room
., _the summer. The faculty_pi.l_Y
;:and board) for 8 weeks. If you are interested in more information
. • 'or would like to sign up for an on-campus appointment April i8;
;/see Tricia Haney in the Career Deve~opment Center.

~!

uirlsr-"-···

for the sessionstarting July,1974,
Euromedwill assistqualified·American studentsin gainingadmission
overseas medical
to re-cogni-zed
•
schools.

What -You Read Here Is Official
(and it might also be important).

I!,)(-('

keep half. Ride'.~the streak ..craze
S~nd
aiid have a bali'getting\ich.
$1 (refundable) for sock sales kit
and instructions. Mile-Hi, Box
3'173, Boulder, Colorado, 8030:;l.

l•

"'-!"_,

DAY
,·EVERY
OFTHEWEEK

~·'It·•.. '

..;•,,i

:'lh.·

Streakers
Special

..,·,

~{

Thousands o(Jopics
• • $2.75 per page
Sendfor your up-to-date,160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose$1.00
to cover postage(deliverytime is
1 to 2 days).

Each Adult Member of Your Party

INC.
AS'SISTANCE,
"RESEARCH

ALLTHEBEER
YOUCANDRINK

SUITE#2
BLVD.,
. 11941WILSHIRE
CALIF.90025
LOSANGELES,
477-5493
(213)477-8474-or
Our research material Is sold for
research assistance only,

PLUS.
ALL THE SALAD
¥90 CAN MAKE
PLUS
/'

OUR TENDER

JutCY

SIRLOIN
STEAKBURGER
ALL FOR JUST

OUT
MOVE
-YOU
AND
DORM
OFTHE
C:OES
DORM
THE
COED.

s2.95
More than ½ lb. of
Ground Steak with
French Fries

S,
Ltd.
EMERSON
unlimited stea.k dinners •

E. PROVIDENCE,R.I. ··---···--.434-6660
1849 Pawtucket Avenue (Rt. 44 & 1-A)

MAYBEWHATYOUNEED15A MAXIMUSSUPER.
Ma,umus Super Beer. F, X Matt Brewing Co , Ut1ca, N Y

r'
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Robert Klein: Review

& Interview

By Bruce McIntyre
water pitcher and shacking it all
Robert Klein, comedian, writer over the stage. He did a skit
a reminiscent of his first album
and performer, entertained
crowd of about 350 at the Veterans "Child of the 50's". He blew out
Auditorium. The performance
absurd blues and rock and roll that
took the audience from a cold, held the audience in an aura of
uncomfortable hall and whipped it hysteria and watery eyed madness
into a comforting state of hysteria. that characterized the evening. He
Robert Klien has a unique ability ended with a rendition of Running
to work almost everything into the Bear which was a request from a
show. He began by talking about musical connoisseur
in the
the auditorium. "It is a nice place- audience. During the musical
clean rest rooms and all", but he segment of the show he played
explained that he would have with piano accompaniment.
preferred doing the show on
Like most people, I am used to
campus. "However, I understand
the T. V. comedian. An exceptional
that the dance company ·is using joke might spur a laugh but most
the stage tonight." This inspired of them we smile at in amusement.
the first round of laughter from Robert Klein provided what we all
the audience which was mostly need, a good long laugh.
comprised of students. He stopped After the show James Lastowski
and looked rather perplexed, then and myself talked to Robert about
said "I didn't mean that as a joke. I his career and things in general.
seriously like a smaller auditorium Q. Do you prefer doing T.V. shows
where I can be closer to you." He
then was interupted by a short in
the microphone. This is where it
started. He jumped, twisted and
joked as if shocked by an electrical
current. Then he started in at
which model microphone the
He
for.
went
purchasers
demonstrated in a short satirical
Shakespearian skit that his voice
alone was adequate without the
devices. I started
electrical
wondering at this point if the
problems with the microphone,
which were appearing in increasing frequency, would weaken
the act. Here Klein demonstrated
his agility with quickness that,
before anyone realized it had
pulled everyone from the stage
crew to the audience into the act.
It almost seemed planned. I could
feel the energy in the audience
growing as he moved from T.V.
commercials to sitting buttoned
lipped in school looking up at an
aged elementry school teacher
whose life-long concern was
keeping the world quiet. With one
hand in the air and the other
moving from the microphone to his
mouth and in a voice coma Bell Telephone
plimenting
Operator of twenty years and the
principal of Perfect School during
a nuclear holocost." Dooonn'tt
talk. We musn't talk." More incredible faces, parading around
the stage, talking to the stage
hands while making cracks about
the microphone wire. He stopped
when he realized that the sound
system was faultering, and joked
about it, referring to the blurps in
the wire as intermissionettes. The '
performance and the laughter
continued to build as he reenacted
his school days in New York City
and growing up on the street, adlibbing much of it, making it all
very familiar and funny. He
demonstrated many of the hand or performances like this?
T.V. shows are too restrictive.
shakes that are used in different
parts of the country. When I'm much better in situations like
meeting someone for the first time this where I can change the
we often have to choose one of the performance to fit each audience.
twenty variations, most of them Personally I like small audiences,
bordering on the absurd. To assist that's how I started by making my
him in this part of the act he asked friends laugh. This way is much
someone from the audience to join freer. I really enjoy going to
him. This probably was the low colleges. The audiences have more
point of the show due to the fact life than most night clubs. When
that it was a relatively worn out I'm doing a show with Helen
joke that couldn't work with Reddy for instance, I have to stick
pretty much to the act. I don't
someone from the audience that
wasn't ready for this. However, it mind this but it's nice to get away
from it sometimes.
did serve one purpose, it brought
the act a little closer to the Q. You have also done talk shows
such as Johnny Carson and Merv
audience, which is now the trend
Griffin. How do you feel about
in many live productions.
Robert added a little music to them?
the evening, picking up t_h...!l. The Carson show is easier than
Merv's because it's more oriented
harmonica, dipping it into the

responding to the wrong things for
the wrong reasons because of
wrong stimuli," states Barmash.
•
"How many of us in an age of
Full
Lt.
instant, electronic, and comISADORE BARMASH ATTACKS
puterized communications really
IN
COMMUNICATIONS
know what is going on?"
GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS
Isadore Barmash spent eighteen
AND ENTERTAINMENT
months interviewing people in the
field and gathering research for
"The book is an antidote to any
THE WORLD IS FULL OF IT.
complacency we may have about
The purpose of the book is to
being part of a manipulated
provide the reader some measure
society and should prove of great
of defense against the cominterest to the general reading
•• munications manipulators.
public"
--Publishers Weekly
The play on sex, mayhem, and
sensuality is carried on alongside
and
oversell
"Hypocrisy,
spurious claims by business to
deception are being practiced on
inflate the value of its products
200 million Americans daily," says
all in blatant
and services,
Isadore Barmash author of THE
WORLD IS FULL OF IT ($7.95), disregard of the public welfare. In
Washington and elsewhere, the
which Delacorte Press will publish
press is muzzled and not allowed
12th. Barmash
on February
critically examines the role of to report clandestine activities
that reflect political chicanery and
public relations and promotion
says Barmash.
skullduggery,
practitioners. "We are living out
Meanwhile, the entertainment and
an hourly and dailv fantasy,
culture promoters find us easy
marks, their selling efforts are
simplified because of our worship
of celebrities.
But, and perhaps most importantly, the author warns and
documents how great numbers of
Americans are willingly becoming
captiv~s of the "double-bind"
seeking to relieve their emotional
"deficits." Have you ever talked to
someone whose words say one
thing but his eyes or facial expression something else? That's
the double-bind," two opposing
messages that deliberatly create
confusion. And do you have a gap
e

TY/.
wor

Big

Of

in

your

emotional

make-up,

a

craving for something you've
wanted and missed in your life?
That's the deficit," and you are
being made a victim of it as a
voter, citizen, and consumer by
clever playing upon and catering
to it.
Isadore Barmash, assistant to
the financial editor of The New
York Times, is the author not only
of the highly successful Welcome
to Our Conglomerate--Your're
Fired! but The Self-Made Man and
Net Net.
which was a very good seller. I'd
like to get better.
Q. Judging by your performance
tonight you obviously like acting.
How about movies?
I like film work. I always have.
It's good to get into other things.
Films are tough to get into
because you have a handful of
actors and actresses doing all the
shows, but I have a few offers
coming up. I've been very busy
lately and on the road a lot. It all
sounds glamorous and all but I
miss being home and relaxing.
Hotels get very boring. Sometimes
I get stuck in shitty little towns
like Puritown, Nebraska where
to comedy. I don't really know everything closes at midnight.
Johnny though, it's strictly a That's when I miss New York.
professional thing. He knows how Q. Where do you go from here?
I'm going back to New York
to host a show. He doesn't interupt
when you get into a joke or funny tonight. Tomorrow I leave to do a
story. He lets you do your thing • club in Chicago, then Im going out
and it works well. Merv asks too to the West Coast for a while. I'm
many personal questions and going to do the Troubador and the
Boarding House in Frisco. After
interupts while you're talking,
things about your personal life that it's relax and take it as it
that you really don't care to talk comes.
about in front of a few million Q. How did you get into this
people. T.V. gets too conventional. business? Did you have anything
Q. Do you have any goals as a else in mind?
It's funny because I was doing
comedian or in general?
Naturally, I think I'm the best, the typical middle class scenecomedian in the business. I want to going to Alfred University in New
stay there. I also want my albums York and majoring in history and
to be good sellers because they political science. I was pretty
really are good. I've got a new one much headed for law school until I
got involved in a few plays. They
coming out in a few weeks. It's
better than "Child of the 50's" thought that I had talent so they

Ban.d

Cavalcade
By Dan Paolino
On March 6, 1974, I experienced
time travel. Through the auspices
of the "Big Band Cavalcade" at
Veterans Memorial Auditorium,
this definitely over-thirty listener
was musically transported over
thirty years back in time.
The band format was typical of
the big band era: saxophones,
trombones, trumpets, piano and
bass were fused into a phantasmagoria of sound. Most of the
band members seemed to have
been a part of the forties.
The music was soothing to the
ear and spirit. Unlike some of
today's music, the sound was
smooth. It rolled and flowed with
pleasing tonalities. It was, indeed,
music to dream by.
Freddy Martin's sax was a joy to
hear. His unique arrangement of
classical music is always easy on
the ear.
of
Bob Crosby's rendition
Muskrat Ramble was a Dixieland
toe tapper. The intermittent
Boogie beat inherent in his music
could well be the answer to poor
circulation.
George Shearing performed
well at the keyboard but to this
listener his music did not have the
same charm as when he played
with the quintet.
The biggest disappointment of the
evening was not hearing Margaret
Whiting sing. Due to a sore throat,

she was unable to perform.
As a whole the music was most
enjoyable. I had hoped that a
greater number of young people
would be present. They would
have heard music which perhaps
to them might have seemed tame.
It could, however, have been a
classic study in contrasts, the
bridge between yesterday and
today. After all, the "Age of
Anxiety" is only a matter of
degree.

I I

C

convinced me to go to graduate
school at the Yale School for
Drama. I could always make my
friends laugh so all I had to do is
translate what I did to fit a larger
audience. If you can make people
laugh then you can make it
professionally. There was always
the copout of teaching if I dropped
out but I always wanted to be a
professional. I'm a comedian.
Q. Who influenced you the most
during your career?
Lenny Bruce, Jonathan Winters
were big influences.
Q. You stay away from political
jokes, don't you?
No, I did them tonight.
Remember the thing about school
and a nuclear holocaust. That's
political.
Q. Not in the same way some other
comedians do. Like Frye for instance.
I know David personally and I
know he doesn't give a shit personally about politics. He wants
Nixon to stay in office though
because he is the best act that
David's had. Nixon is so nervous
and self conscious that it's funny.
But, I don't like to stick to one
thing. I don't think that way so
why should I do it professionally?
I've been writing my own material
for 7 years. I have a tremendous
pool to draw from. I'm 32 now and
have no serious criticisms. I like it
when good wr~ters write about
me.

Tim

Herbie Mann:
London
Underground
Herbie Mann: London Underground Atlantic SD 1648

In the vein of his album
Underground
Memphis
Herbie Mann's latest album'
has instead taken to the British
music scene and recorded
seven pieces from various
bands. To his studio backup
men, he has added Mick
Taylor, Fuzzy Samuels, and
Aynsley Dunbar to complement this undertaking.
( J agger-T ayloro
Bitch
comes on heavily as does
Layla which is done back. wards, sort of, the second ·part
coming first. The Beatles are
represented by Something in
the Way She Moves, Proco!
~arum by A Whiter Shade of
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dotal; M. Marceau has a way
of making people laugh at
themselves without realizing
it.
Performing as the· prjsentor
of Cards was M. Pierre Verry. •
M. Verry has not accompanied
M. Marceau in recent. years
but he has rejoined the road
company, and his performance
added immensely to the
richness of M. Marceau's act.
This performance; a great
exposition of the world of
mime, so overwhelmed the
audience that in two intervals
M. Marceau received extended
standing ovations. The performance was well received
and we can only hope to have
an opportunity to see it again in
The Rhode Island College
M. Marceau, a very ver- the future.
Company Concert, a
Dance
By Barbara Mays
satile actor, captivated his
year event, was
a
once
audience with his remarkably
in Robert's
presented
exact motions, sometimes
on March 21 22
Auditorium
graceful, other times harsh,
and 23. Under the directio~ of
• very easily interpreted and
Melcer, the
Dr. Fannie
were, in many cases, anecprogram presented ,included
two old numbers: Streams in
Space and Promenades to the
Lord, as well as four new ones:
We at the Magic Theatre are Transient, Wacky Rag, Brief
pleased to announce a new Night, and Moves.
season opening on campus and
It was a varied program this
we are interested in any year, moreso than in the past,
opinions, critiques, poems, -even with the inclusion of the
prose, photography, artwork old favorites. The Company
or ideas in general. •
iteslf, however, has changed in
There is too little exchange its presentation
and con
between people nowadays, and sequent effect, no doubt chiefly
the purpose of the Magic because of a large turnover in
Theatre is to further that p~rformers this year and an
communication between us influx of some new members.
and help us get together, so
Space,
in
Streams
if you are not into the choreographed
~ven
by Clay
performing arts, we thrive on Taliaferro,
was about the
letters.
same, including some imSometim.es, the Magic pr ovem en t
sections,
in
Theatre likes to do critiques of although the adagio portion of
material sent in, to add the work appeared to be
another dimension to the ap- weaker and lacking somewhat
preciation of the artist's work. in cohesion. The Finale picked
If any contributor • would ~it up a bit; however, specially
particularly like to share his in the solo with Mary Reavey,
work in this way, (or par- the youngest daricer in the
Conductor Schiff gave Bolet ticularly- like to keep it Company ( still attending high
magnificent support through separate), it would be ap- school) , and, in my opinion,
and it all preciated if it were stated one of the most promising
the orchestra,
combined to make a long somewhere on the person of the Company dancers.
•
remembered evening for the work.
Transient, one of the many
patrons.
was
newpie·ces,
By M. Frances Taylor

JO

Pale, and Traf.fic by Paper
Sun, from their first album.
. I expected jazz on this disc,
mterpretive versions of the'
songs done, but heard it only
three times, twice in the Mann
compositions included and
once in the Lennon-McCartney
tune. The other things were,
pleasantly, all rock and were
not subdued as may be
imagined but were such that
your parents ·would probably
not want to listen long.

Marcel Marceau

RIC Dance Co.: An Annual Affair

In Review

A' Notice to the
Participants in

1

the Magic Theatre

R.I. ·Philharmoni_c"long re'(llembered ~vening"
Island
Rhode
The
Orchestra
Philharmonic
on
a concert
presented
Saturday, March 30, in the
Memorial
Veterans
Auditorium. It was a very
unsuspecting program which
included a .guest conductor,
mQsic
Schiff,
Ccharles
director fot eh Charleston ( W.
Va.) Symphony Orchestra,
and pianist soloist, Jorge
Bolet.
Jorge Bolet is an outstanding
pianist who spends his time in
Spain, on traveling tours, and
teaching music at the Indiana
University School of Music.
Mr. Bolet played music from
Liszt: .Hungarian Fantasia
and Concerto in E flat major.
For the latter he received three
stranding ovations. Equally
delightful was his encore,
Rachmaninoff's arrangement
of Kreisler's "Caprice Viennoise." Mr. Bolet proved to be
a big man with a big sound. His
music ,·,as superb.
of the
The remainder
program entailed the orchestra's , performa!}ce of
Prelude to Wagner's "Die
Meistersinger," "Don Juan"
by Richard Strauss, and the
"Dance from Galan~a" by
Kodaly. The violin 'and cello
sections harmonized well on
the latter selection.

by Sally
choreographed
Stackhouse, a member of the
Jose Limon Dance Company,
and an artist in-residence at
RIC. This work, intended to
"reflect the impermanence of
modern life," was no such
"he~vy" topic,
apparently
instead being a humorous little
piece and a refreshing break
from the generally "serious"
themes explored in modern
dance. It was amusing and fun,
and although bordering a little
on the mimical at times rather
than on truly dance; was as
entertaining to watch as it
must have been to perform.
Unlike the previous works; it
used more props and elaborate
devices than I am accustomed
to seeing the Company work
with, and they appeared to
handle the additional media
with no trouble. The costumes,
by the way, were excellent.
This was followed by Wacky
Rag,· done by Dr. Melcer
herself, another comdic dance
divided into four sections·.
Although at times it bordered
on being a little cute, it was
also quite entertaining and
successful, showing off well the
new Company· members such
as Anne Short, David Baccari
and Joseph McFadden.
also
Night,
Brief
by Clay
choreographed
Taliaferro, again featured
Mary Reavey, who again
turned in an admirable performance in this new and very
lyrical piece. It resembled last
year's production of Compulsions rather closely, almost
to the point of being a variation
on a theme, and it might have
been repetitious except for the
fact that it was an undoubtedly
successful theme, and one of
the most well danced pieces on
the program.
The Three Promenades to
the Lord was an old favorite,
but with some moves cut in the
last portion which I missed
greatly. This dance lacked a
certain cohesion, however, as
did several of the other dances,
which was more clearly
evident here, in the handit was
c lapping section:
scattered with each performer
interpreting the beat at his own
speed, and demonstrated the
strain ·of reorganization and
the problem of co-ordination or'
large groups in dance, perhaps
more markedly than in any of
the other works given that
night, plainly evidenced in a
qualiy to the
restrained
0
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THE ENTRANCE
OF CHRIST
in Jerusalem
by N.B. Lepicie
one of over 100
French oil sketches

..pf Art

, l\Juse~
i.

R.I.S.D.

' -

Ap~il 11 - _May 26
l
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• ' ,. '
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Fren·ch Oil Sketches

at
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::~1~Pt'!f,;y:"

~

'",-"·,.-,BENEfIT:CONCERT,I

,~.ii~~
ii.;l>
iT

•, ~ f_r:ee'Concert

in~~h\;:'a~e:!~~ryF~:;c~ee:al::ns:
ul~t,a:~01oiriiJ/h o! pail1ting' •
~i:. ,): ;
i \ •·','f
o'night
'.~
exhibition of over 100oil sketches which will
Whatever t]1,eir original inte!'}tion,\Jh~ '.. ,. • . , . : '
f
\ ii': t ' { , ,
he- ., 1, -Rhode
Island~.
be on view at the Museum of Art, Rhode sketches are delightfully sufficienf in their' • On' ·aptll 21st al 4.}pm,,: a.I- Philltatmoni'c-Yolith Orchestra;
Island School of Design (Providence) from own r!ght, and,~o~fer;.,A:.Ifi~r~can~.
:t~e-.;t?P-.:·.=··ben_~fit.~onc~~_t_J~r
.•th.~ ~e~t._ ,.~iJl p.re~EjIJJd4sannual Easter;;
Thurs., April 11 through Sun., May 26.
portumty to see works by many French · • ~ ...,C,ount~,
,~-e:mori.al ~osp_1ta!_&,.•concerMomgfit at 8 pm at the,:
~h~ 17th, 18th and early 19th century artists never before exhibited on this side of. . Psyc~u~tn~, C~rE;.U!1~}~ill_~~e~ Y,,f t_eta qs _ ~Memo r i a tr1
_,pamtmgs show ,the formation of the the Atlantic. Furniture and decorativ'~ ~rls\ ·\ h:td~ lt, WiPptan ,lr.:,.:a1_~~J~n_,~tjd-i{o{ilim·k.f=i<:~ets
are free~
_,a~ade'!1ic tradition i~ France. , Beginn~q.g Jr:,om the ML,J~eum's;
collection heighten the •
Warwick. The concert . will and available at the Industrial~
w1th Simon Vouet~~~o-Jr~inecl iri lfaly: and .-••·period i'ambianQe of the. o,ccastmL} ·~:\\ t'~t\, ;' t ~t~t'A~·1:p};!tn.{J~. linh.~o~m)aJsfl
tNh'€!e;t_i.1,no_
~n)c:
eB.,_r.at,,«b-t
utht
e_psepoopnlseorwfoi·lr
. became ~ourt pa~nter to Louis XI_II, the
French Oil Sketches was. organized by th~
u
"'
i
· works mirr?r maJor developments m over ~useum of Fine ~rts, Houston, l!M.et·;·the:~ \ f ~,S~.Y:.yr~.e.ttf;~
_Pi"\ms~~
rf-0~y .·r,··-.nsp'Jje,;a·ctrnff'1,fd1:
free at th~;
, two centuries of French art. ..from the high patronage of His Excellency M.,_Jacques• ' is••a·-pn~e, wmiung- artist wfio"7· : •• ' t-" t ~ ·.' ,_,,,
)
baroque and rococo styles of the court at Kosiusko-Morizet, Ambassador 0 f 1Fr.arlc~ to,
f st udie1~?e~.fa~ed_~om_pP.s~r_- The rQrclfestra is actually~
Vers~i~les. through the in~eption of neo- the United States. _The works b~lo~g \o a· • t Ros~ropovtch... _t_'·.'-'• ·.~\''-J ~,_,.:,, tW<i·fcflmffihell groups: the[
class1c~sm. Among the artists represented
private English collector, and hav~d>ee1.1 ·,;,, Tickr,ts a~~ .::$5.po;ip~ )3.'150:~ ~-uniqr,,f!_qg):~enio~
Orchestras
are Bo11ly,Boucher, Greuze, Menageot and researched by .J. Patrice Marandei,'·2hief
.• ~orJ ~t_t.t@ntst an_(l,alr.e __fax.: Tlky r_wni.(.-e~h perforniJ\
VanLoo.
.
. .
< G~.ratm,-of tt}e, ,Pr:ov!_dE;n~e
IT1\1Se\!IP,:\
ancL, , ,;-d~ductibl~.
,_ •
.. !i
several wor~s and will joiri~
1
_The~e are portraits,
rehg10us and
author of a catalO'gue on the collection to be•-' ·_ ; ~?_ff-1:. ~\:::,i"•tti·o"
~n).;~sCi--,;.;; "(K,og1·nedHlei"err'~s,atT\thh'\:rieeendS
historical
scenes,
allegories
and
Relatedeventsincludealunchhourtouron
AUU
,. , mythological them~s - revealing a demand
F'ri., Apr. 12 at 1 pm, a family tour on Sun.
, ,./-~
• , ._ .,a·,. • •• ••
Century D,utq_h'tunes. Also ont
, for var_iedsu?ject matter. by a worldly and Apr. 14 at 3 pm, and a gallery talk on Wed.:
'
'lhe ·pr~ogram 'are Glinka '$i
art-lovmg anstrocracy. Many a work is a Apr. 24 at 2 pm.
Auditions .for Rhode Island Overture 1 to , ','Russlan and"'
preliminary sketch, or bozzetto, for a larger
The Museum of Art, Rhode Island School
College?.s Cabaret',Theatre,
Ludiriilla; "PreludeandFugue·piece ... frequently an artist's reception piece of Design is located at 224 Benefit Street
opeR to all college
and
in D Minor by G. F. Handel,
into the French academy. Some were done in within walking distance of downtown
university students,in the area
Overture
to "The
Good
otder to obtain a commission and have a Providence, The Museum is open Tuesdays
as well as interested hfgh Daughter" by Piccini, Three·_
sophistication and brilliance which makes
through Saturdays from 11 am to 5 pm and
school seniors, are scheduled Pieces for Orchestra by Jager,
I.heword "sketch" seem inadequate. Other's
Sundays from 2 to 5 pm.
.
' •for April ll 'from 4 to 6 pm and Program Interlude by Dalley
were ricordi of major works, serving the
April 12 from 10 am to noon in and Grundman's "Midnight
the Roberts Hall Theatre.
_Beguine".
0

••

+
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CITY CENTER ACTING CO.
to perform

R. I. C.

at

.

NEXT WEEK:
An Interview with

William S. Burroghs

The New York press
The Rhode Island College
FHne Arts Series will •be unanimously approved the
LaSt week Bob Mayoh and
presenting the City Center Company when it opened in the
city,
and
Clive
Barnes
of
the
G.eorge • McFadden of the
Acting Company on April 16,
17, and 18, 1974 at 8: 00 pm in New York Times w_rote, "I, ANCHOR thtraveled to New
enjoyeu myself and what is •.-York for;, .e purpose of con· The City Center Acting more, I enjoyed the prospect of •ducting an interview with
c
•
William
S.
Burroughs.
ompany is a trmmph of a new r_epertory company that Burroughs, the author of
theater and a tour de forc·e for New York can grow up with.
its celebrated guiding spirit, Welcome. Suscribe now." He Naked Lunch, has • been
the distinguished produceralso compared the production described by Normah Mailer
director, John Houseman ..The qf "The School for Scandel!"
as " th e only American novelist
Company is an· outgrpirth ,.of', favorably with that'of Bri,tain's w_ho may conceivably
be
the Drama Division of the National Theatre and dubbed possessed of genius·" Mr·
Mayoh. and Mr. McFadden
Juilliard
~chool-Lincoln
it, "The finest r~pertory
'spent· the afternoon with
Center in New York. 1n its. company in New York City." Burroughs, at his classroom in
third year of operation the The other press expressions of
Company
has
already
welcome included, "brilliant",
CCNY, on th e subway and in
established itself as a major "bright and stylish", "an his Broadway apartment.
touring company bringing a occasion for rejoicing" and Toge th er th ey touched upon
repertory of plays, both classic "lhe future's best". Audience such topics as Literature,
and modern, to campuses, reaction was consistently
drugs, psychiatry, the C. I. A.,
regional theaters and major favorable.
WeSt ern Philosophy, God, and
cities all over the United
General Admission is $4.00 Rock. Next week's ANCHOR
will contain their conversation.
States. The goal of the City or $ 1.00 with full-time unCenter Acting Company is dergraduate ID from RIC.
both unique and remarkable,
Tickets are on sale at the
but the Company is well on the Roberts
Hall box office
way to its full achievement.
NOW!! !
1

We Need People
POSITIONS OPENING ON 1HE ANCHOR

Meeting April 15

3PM

TIIE ANCHOR. THURSDAY.

APRIL

11. 1974

Rhode Island College Student
Community .Government
Apportionment Commission
The Apportionment Commission met and drew,up
a cons.tituency plan for 1974-1975 and an electio"J,_
ti,:netable for the Spring Election.
CONSTITUENCY I: Five (5) seats
Math, Medical ·Technology, Biology, Physical Science
CONSTITUENCY II: -Three (3) seats
• Psychology, Sociology, Social Work., Nursing
CONSTITUENCY -III: Five (5) seats
History~ Political Science, Economics, A'!thro-Geo., Modern Languages
CONSTITUENCY IV: Four (4) seats
English, Speech/Theatre, Art, Music
-CONSTITUENCY V: Five (5) seats
Elementary Ed., Industrial Ed., Philosophy Foundations
_~T LARGE: Three (3) seats ~
GRADUATE: One (1) seat
NON-MATRICULATING: One (1) seat

ELECTION TIMETABLE: Notice of availabi_lity of
nomination papers published in the ANCHOR,
April-11, 1974 and April 18, 1974
I

Nomination period, Ftid~y, April 12 through Friday, April 26. Notice of
Runoff elections (if necessary),
runoffs (if necessary), May 2, 1974.
May 14, 15, 16, 1974. Parliament-elect convened to elect officers for,1974-1975; Date will be May 22, 1974 at 2 PM if there are run-offs. Date will ~e
May 8, 1974 at 2 PM if there are NO run-offs.

- Elections Commission
RIC Student Community Govt.
Brtan Taft, Chairperson
~---~
lli.
\
~
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Riders
:'\peded: Hides from East Side
to HIC' for 11 o'clock on
\\'pdnesday and 2 o'clock on
Thursday.
\\'ill share expenses. C'all I\Iary 751-1653.

Ill~
FOR SALE: Stereo components. 5-40 percent off lut.
Most major brands. Tv's and
calculators
also --avatlable.
Everything fully guaranteed.
Call Emile at 769-5407.
FOR SALE TRC 101-23
channels, 5 watt transceiver,
walkie talkie, squelch, synthesized cr:Ystals, retails $130,1
Asking $70 or best offer. Call
624-4457.Ask for Bernie.
ACTING and modeling portkolios, portraits and special
events photographed. Call 2314469 after 7 p.m.
VW Bus or Bug Trailer hitch
heavyduty Bolt on rype, $20.
738-323,.
'
'65 V.W. Convertible for sale.
Call 461-1672.

speaker, bass treble controls, $:WO. call 785-2238.
walnut cabinet. Call 421-8724. FOR SALE: 8 track tapes-all
FEMALE
ROOMoriginal. Clapton. Allmans.
I
MAT Ew9nyyjre
furnished
l\layall. Mahavishnu. Focus,
I
car stereo,
apartment on Eaton Eaton also cassette
~
Street. Own bedroom. Washer unused--$56 value only $40.
and dryer downstairs. $18.00 Flush mount speakers unused-per week-includes utilities, call $20 value only $10. Call John at
274-1481.
'
737-241-8.
WANTED Super cheap 135mm VW BUS Gas heater, 6 volt,
'
$40. 738-3236.
telephoto lens for Pentax
mount. Call 421-8724., FOR FOR SALE Tape deck, good
SALE: Gas stove, good con- condition, one speaker. Cost
dition, $40. Two Toyota tires. $10 call,722-7875after 6: 30 p.m.
$25 Telephone 351-5469,ask for and ask for Frank.
p
Carmela.
MALE ROOMMATE ( young Piano lessons, elementary to
intermediate
Reasonable
faculty
or grad student
It's Free
preferred0 wanted to share Rates, Call 231-5987.
apartment near campus. Call
-Drop your request off at
WATERBED. Queen size
331-4585.
the ANCJ-IORoffice, 3rd fl.,
WANTED: Three or fou room raised frame waterbed, redS.U. Bldg.
FOR SALE: 8 track car stereo apartment
within walking wood with a walnut stain, less
and speakers with warranty.
distance of RIC before June 30 than a year old~worth much Unless otherwise specified,
$40 cumplete. 941-7566.
foi:- young married couple more than ,--selling price of riders are willing to share and
WANTED TO BUY: VW Bug attending RIC. Contact Dianne $135.00.Call 274-0131between 9 driver would appreciate help
• a.m. and 2: 30 p.m. Ask for Bill. with the expenses.
as long as it runs! ( Any year)
at 397-75958.
Call 353-4672.
FOR SALE: 2 Converse air Term papers and others typed
Gerbils need a home. Free.
mattresses.
Brand
new, for $ .50 per page. For more
Call 737-2358.
lightweight. Great for back- information, please call 421Pictures, anyone? Portraits,
packing or camping. Both for 8356.
From Pawt. end of East Side to
weddings, publicity, kids, etc. $16. ~all 725-0813after 5 p.m. Wanted to Buy VW parts? For . RIC for 8: 30 a.rri. Mon. and
Call Jon McNally, 941-0652, THE CO-OP Playgroup, Inc.,
965 Bug? Come and look in Fri. Call Will, 331-0008.
after 6 p.m.
is in business for the sumester. Parking •1ot behind Weber. From RIC to East Side Mon.
For Sale: Snow tires, Dunlop Located in the lower lounge of Contact John in Suite D throuh Thurs. around 6 p.m.
Call Will, 331-0008.
size 6.50 x 13. Used one season Browne dorm, it· is accepting Willard. Ext. 684.
$15. Call 726-4336after 6 p.m. applicatios from any member A non-credit course in the sign From Greenville to RIC ( along
or leave a note for John of the_ RIC Community, call language of the deaf will be Rte. 44) 3 p.m. Call 949-3874or
offered soon in Pawtucket, R.I. ext. 473.
Currier at the Student Union ext. 517 or drop by.
For information, please call From RIC to Greenville along
Information Desk.
WATERBED Queen size 6 Louise Salvas at 761-6889after Rte. 44, 3 p.m. Call 949-3874or
FOR SALE: Austin Camext. 473.
Frame Bag and Liner $40 738- 6 p.ln.
.bridge, 4 cylinder automatic,
3236._ Ask for Mark, will For Sale: 5 speed, Chirlda, From Cumberland to RIC 8
Mint C,ON- a.m. Mon and Wed 9 a.m. Tues
48,000 miles, new tires, hand
negotiate price.
\ Boys Frame,
crank, no rust. $495.00. Call
FOR SALE '65 Chevy Impala, DIT ION. Cost $70 will sell for and Fri. Call Ken at 725-4476or
723-1823or 722-4197.
newly rebuilt engine, new tires $6_0or best offer. Reason for ext. 473.
FOR SALE: AM-FM table
automatic trans., radio and selling-moving up to a ten- From Bdwy area to RIC Mon.,
Thurs, Fri. about 9: 30 a.m.
·radio acoustic
suspension
heater, good trafsportation. , speed. Call Joe at 231-7204.
Call Richard at ext. 471, leave
message.

\

\~

~

TRUCKING

Drivers

Discontinuation of Car
Pooling in Lot G
( Behind Library).

St~rting on April 8, the lot
behind Adams
Library will no
(
longer be used for the convenience of car pooling.
'Phis lot will be reserved as in
the past, for Faculty-Staff
Parking between the hours of
7: 30 a.m. -and 1: 36 p.m. weekdays. At the same time,
parking for Faculty-Staff at
the walsh lot will include only
the first three rows.
Traffic and Parking Committee
•D.A. McCool, Secretary

).

From
Greenville
( Apple
\' alley l\Iall0 for RIC to arrive
for 10 a.m. Call 949-2843.
From RIC for Jefferson Blvd
( Warw. l AFTER NOONTIME
WEEKDAYS.
Call Ellen
Weaver at 831~9381.
From
Greenville
( Apple
Valley Mall) for RIC to arrive
for 10 a.m. Call 949-2843.
f~rom RIC to T9llgate High
noontime
G Warw. l after
weekdays. Call Ellen Weaver
at 831-9381.
From corner Chalkstone and
Smith for 8 a.m. class Monday
and Wednesday. Call Betty or
Mary Ann 272-9799.
From East Side to RIC Mon
and Wed at noon. Leaving RIC
Mon. and Wed. at 2 p.m·., Tues.
at 3 p.m. Call Sandy, 739-4688,
after 3 p.m.
From East Side
From RIC to Pawt. at 6: 30
p.m. Monday. Call Kathy 7221276.
From Bdwy ( Olneyville) to
RIC Mon and Wed for 9 am
class, Thurs for 10 a.m. class ...
Con tact Damaris via student
mail or call 861-1999evenings.
F.rom R.IC to corner of Mt.
Pleasant and Atwells Ave.,
Thurs. after 4: 15 class. Call
Maryann. 751-5260.
From RIC to Lincoln noon
daily. Call Sue ,724-4677.
From Lincoln to RIC to arrive
8 p.m. daily. Call Sue 724-4677.

From East Side to RIC Tues.
and Thurs. for 0 a.m. Call
Jane 421-0502.
From 'me to downtown Prov .
11 a.m. daily. C~ll Lucia 86 9552.
From RIC to East Side Mon.
and.Thurs, at 4 p.m. Call Jane
421-0502.
Ride -needed from RIC to.
Pawtucket Wednesday nights
after a 4-7 class. Call Linda at
723-9796.

April Events in R.I.
There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to ,become Dr. Nelson.
.
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself
-but it may free you from those financial problems
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover
the costs of your me'.:lical education. More, you'll
receive a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a health care officer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a. professional
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
satisfying.
An environment which keeps you in contact with
practically all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide on
your specialty. Which may present the opportunity
to train in that specialty. And to practice it.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical achievements happening right where you
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treatment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San

r

Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
wo.rk in Medical Research.
And if you've read this far, you may be interested
in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll
supply them.

r-_::;;:c::7c;:
::i:--------;::_:-,
1

~~~v~rsal ~ity, Texas 78148
I desire information fol the following pro~ram, Army Q
Navy O Air Force p Medical/Osteopathic □ Dental C
Veterinary•
O Podiatry[:' Other(pleasespecify)
Name

(please print)

soc.sec.11.

----

Address

------

city___

------

state - ·-----·

---

Enrolledat

-------

To graduate

in ___ (month)

Dateol

bir th -

·veterinary

• •

(year)

---(month)

not available

____ zip____
(school)
(degree)

(day)

in Navy Program.

------------------------'

.ARMED FORCES HEALTH C.ARE
. -•c••·
-~
, , 1. jf ,, ,,QE:D_fJTE.9,¾tMEDfJ,'\f,..mq
'f"1,E-.Pl@Pt.,E,,WliQ
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1
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(year)

s T A T E H ·o u s E , fashioned Easter Egg Hunt
PROVIDENCE, R.1.-During
will be held at the Benedict
•
·R
April, the Breakers, The Elms Temple of Music at
oger
and Marble House, just a few Williams Park at 1: 30 p.m. on
of the mans1'ons belonging to April 3. Another bit of fun for
.the 19th and 20th century rich the young fry happens on April
are· now presented by tghe 16 at 10: 30 a.m. at Bristol's
Preservation
Society
of Guiteras Field when they
Newport County, and are open assemble for the Annual Kite
on a varying schedule.
Flying
• contest.
ComFor the antique enthusiast memoratiing a 1775 march to
the New England Antique Boston, the Kentish Guards
Show at the Providence Civic will make a Torch Light
Center, April 19-21 should not Parade in East Greenwich on
be missed and the same goes April 18.
for the ,balletomane; Rudolph Free information may be
Nureyev will perform at botained by writing: Rhode
Veteran
S
Me m Ori a} Island Development Council,
.Auditorium with the Canadian
Roger Williams Building,
National Ballet on the 19th and Hayes Street, Providence,
two performances on the 20th. Rhode Island 009.08
.
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WHAT IS EASTER'?

Want To Know
What It's
All About?

RIC Forum

program,

television

Each week, RIC's on-campus

'74, tries to tell you what's happening.

WATCH RIC FORUM '74 AT:
• Craig-Lee
255

fl~

!Sb

054

• Gaige
254
374 West
211 Eds t

• StudentUnion

Times
Mondoy

Tuesday

II: 00
II: 20
II: 40

I: 00
I: 20
I: 40

6:00

6:00

Wednesday

TO CHRISTIANS throughout the world the celebration
f Easter recalls the risen Christ who gave hope and the
romise of new life to all.

Thursday

2:00
2: 20
2: 40
3: 00

THE POOR who reap our fields of plenty, too, hope for
:iew life. Farm workers in the Southwest have struggled many:
years under the non-violent leadership of Cesar Chavez to
improve their living and working conditions through collective bargaining. They arc steadfast in their determination that
ALL must share in the DIGNITY and JUSTICE of the land.

11:00
II: 20
II: 40

Direct any news and comments
Larry Budner, CL- 121,
ext. 280 or 270

to

FARM WORKERS ask simply for the basic principles
that most working people take for granted. They are asking
or:

• Job Security
• Adequate Housing
• Sanitary Conditions:
Toilets in the fields
Clean drinking water
• • Medical Care
• Control of Dangerous Pesticides
• Elimination of the Labor Contractor
who has exploited farmworkers for decades

SOPHOMORES
ABC =$10,000 (PLUS)

YOU CAN HELP!
11

PLEASE DON T BUY

A
B
C

TABLE

Apply for the Army ROTC Two-Year Program.

Become an Army ROTC Cade~ by completing a sex-week Basic Camp this
summer. (You'll be paid $450 for the camo).

GRAPES OR

ICEBERGLETTUC~

;/

YOUSEE THIS LABU
UNLESS

J,71,11

Complete the Army ROTC Program during your Junior and Senior
years and become an Arniy officer. Army ROTC will pay you up to
$2,900 during your last two years of college.

HERE ARE THE FACTSII
You have to serve only two years on active duty.
An Army Lieutenant starts out at $10,000 per year.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT

WRITE

CALL

Room 4
Alumni Hall
P.C. Campus

Army ROTC
Providence College
Providence, R.I. 02918

(401) 865-2471
or 865-2472

ACT NOWI APPllCA TION DEADLINE
IS ONLY A FEW DAYS AWAYI

IL
DATIN,
COMPfflR
CHED
T
JUSMAT
YOUR
UPWITH
YOU
EX-,IRL.

-~l
11<
J

•.

ic~
~~ ~--~!'!!:~N~IS

5UPEII.
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§
.Winter Sports Banquet Held

Baseball Teain's Trip
Is Short and Sour

bv Justin Case
On Wednesday, March 27,
College
held their annual winter sports
banquet in the faculty dining
center. Athletic Director, Bill
Baird, read a letter from
President Willard who was
unable to attend. The letter
thanked all the athletes for
putting in much of their time.
Dr. Donald Hardy who was
present also extended his
thanks and congratulations to
the
"particularly
all,
cheerleaders". Jane Garland
and Jane Silva, co-captains of
the chee.rleaders,. awarded
letters to three girls on the
squad.·
Coach Bill Baird then
summed up the basketball
season. He explained how RIC
has had a tougher schedule the
past two years. "This has been
caused by the Massachusetts
colleges playing fewer and
fewer games outside of their
state. Their programs are
lower keyed.'' Since these were
the easier teams on the RIC
schedule, the Anchormen have
had to take on newer and
tougher competition. About the
Anchormen winning 3 out of
their last 4, Coach Baird
further pointed out, "We did
not have a disappointing
season as we did on paper. We
have tremendous potential and
the future looks good."
Awards were given to the
basketball
junior varsity
players first. "The J.V.
players make a great contribution to the team. They test
the strength of the varsity in
practice and are an important.
part of the total basketball
program." Among those junior
varsity players receiving
1974, Rhode Island

City Center
~ontinued from Page 10
movemenfof the Company as
a whole.
The final dance· of the
evening, Moves, was a new
work done by Jennifer Cooke,
who has been dancing with the
Company for several years
now. It was a pretty piece, also
quite lyrical, and very balletic.
It was even a little Grecian
urnish at times, but here at
least the, dancers appeared to
move with surety and in better
unison with each other. Part of
this cohesion resulted from a
reiteration of the moves introduced in the allegro of the
first section. The variations
were a little cautious, however,
and had a tendency towards
similarity within each section,
as well as
dynamically
altho0h each
dramatically
differed markedly from the
other.
Altogether, it appears to
represent a year of change for
the Company. The movement
expressed in the general tone
of the pieces, with little exception, a notably more
balletic influence than in the
past, but it works well on stage
and all in all was an enjoyable
•
evening.

letters were Buddy Goodwin, they did during the season,
Mike S. Masterson, and Jim setting up the mats themselves
before each wrestling meet
Gallogly.
bv l{ay Zorr
Three members of the and then putting them away.
varsity receiving letters were Coach Carlsten then sumAfter the season the An- big help to us in spot relief."
freshmen. But overshadowing merized· the 7-7 season and
RIC 's strong suit could be
this was the presentation of the presented the awards. Rich c hofm en had in 1973, a
the plate where
behind
gray
get
wouldn't
manager
through
came
who
Duguay,
1,000 point club award given by
Dr. Leonelli. Dr. Leonelli, many times in the clutch and hairs. He might develop an Stenhouse says "Tpis is the
member of the athletic policy tied the school record foe the ulcer or two, but no gray hairs. strongest we've been since I've
committee and president of the most pins in a season, was To compile a disappointing 4- . been coaching here." The
Anchor Club, presented Ellie voted Most Valuable Wrestler record is one thing, but to lose likely starter will be the senior
Brian nine, one-run games-ALL IN Steve Dufault, who sat out last
Hines a silver cup for his ac- by his teammates.
year after transferring from
complishments. Ellie has one • Lamb, a freshman, was voted THE LAST INNING-is
more season to go at RIC and Most Improved Wrestler. The something you put in the Central . Connecticut State.
has already achieved the final announcement was made Guiness Book of World Although this will be his only
year of eligibility, Dufault has
superstar status in which th~t• Freddy Silva was v.oted Records:
looked so ·good· in the spring
Coach
•
1973,
1974-75
.the
•
;
summarizing
for
In
•
ain
eapt
former All American Ricky
Wilson is also ·a·' member. , wrestling. season~- It is this Dave Stenhouse says "We had that Stenhouse has moved
Debbie Marciano also received writer's opinion that the RIC good hitting, better th-an veteran Paul McElroy to right
•
an award for her hard work as wrestling team could not have average pitching but poor field.,·
good-looking
a
Higgins,
·Mike
inthe
in
especially
throughout the made a better choice. Although defense,
statistician
freshman; is the #2 man ·but
Anchormen
Fred has not broken any field." • The
season.
Next on the agenda was the records at RIC. his leadership averaged a· shade over five has been pressing Dufault very
presentation of awards to the and concern for his teammates , errors per· game, which let in a hard and will definitely :see
some action. '
will be a great asset towards lot of unearned runs.
Athletic
team.
wrestling
Platooning will be the word
In addition', Stenhouse lost
Director Bill Baird praised the helping the Anchormen to a
. first base· where Slauta,
at
Three
hitters.
top
his
of
five
season.
winning
wrestlers for the extra work
graduated: Fran Murphy, a Masterson, and McElroy will
all alternate depending on the
center
four'-year •veteran
fielder who hit .275 in '73; first situation.
Next to pitching depth,
baseman •Manny Correia, who
by Mike Scanduva
led) the • Anchormen with a second base ·is the other major
The RIC baseball team Jackson-like throw and.had not hefty .357. mark as a senior; problem Stenhouse has to
opened the 74 season with a the ball skidded to the left and outfielder Tony Ramone solve. Inexperience abounds
three game Southern ~wing. instead of bouncing true to who hit .320 his final •season. here with the main candidates
T-heStenmen were supposed to, home plate the runner would Sophomore Ron Manni,' 'who_ being junior Dave _Luzzi, who
play six games but were rained have been nailed.·
belted a team-leading five played little last season, and
George Mason _ was a home runs, swapped his bat, freshman
out of their games with Towson
Art Embleton.
St., Howard u'. and New York nightmare for RIC. The An- glove and spikes for a bride "Sten" is considering moving
Tech. RIC did not fare well as .chormen hit_ an excellent
while Greg Donahue, who hit last- year's shortstop, soph
has been the· case for An- P.it~hing staff and. play~d _fair .280 with four., homers, tran- Foster LeBer, to· second but is
concerned about his lack of
teams to excellent defense. The play sferred to another school.
,athletic
chormen
traveling south. The team lost of the day was made by
main agility around the bag.
Stenhouse's
Still,
If LeBer plays anywhere it
all three games, the first one to shortstop Tim Mercer who worry is his pitching staff.·
Jersey City State 1-0; the turned a two run single into an· "The key to the season will may have to be .second since
second and third to powerful inning ending out. Pitching probably be how long our •rookie T'im Mercer has been
George Mason 13-3 and 14-4. was the downfall of the An- starters last, since we are very impressive in the early
Against Jersey City St. the chormen on this day but even weak in t}:lebullpen," he says. going. Mercer possesses exAnchormen dominated the then it was not entirely
RIC's top three starters will ceptional quickness, good
game but could not push across because of a lack of stuff. The be senior co-captain Jim White range and an accurate ar. the winning run. In all they Patriots are an excellent
( a southpaw), who was 2-6 last m-all necessary attributes for
stranded 12 men on base and hitting ball club who are more spring but led the Anchormen a shortstop.
Junior Gary DiSciullo, who
had two cut down at third base disciplined at the plate than with a 1.80 ERA; junior
was moved from third to
righthander Larry "Hoot"
The most big league hitters.
throws.
by strong
highlight of the game was the Consequently Pete Slauta, Ken Gibson who; although he was 0- second last season, will revert
pitching of Larry Gibson who Razza and Tim Geary in the 6, lost a bundle of close back to his normal position.
had a no-hitter going into the first game and Jim White and decisions; and senior lefty 'DiSciullo, who had shown a
·eighth inning before yielding a again Geary in the second Pete Slauta, who will also play grea glove in the past along
with a strong arm, had trouble
ground ball into left field. game walked a great many some first base.
Sophomore righty Ken Razza adjusting to second base and
Gibson took the bat right out of hitters. When they did have to
the Gothics' hands with a live make a fat pitch, the Patriots. will be the top relief man while Stenhouse readily admits he
slammed it and slammed it. a pair of veritable rookies, Tim was wrong to make the move in
fastball and a good curve.
The lone run was unearned where no one could reach it. Geary and Steve Dunphy, will the first place.
The outfield appears to be in
League play begins this be in rsserve. RIC could get a
and it came as the result of a
week with contests against boost from junior Mike good shape. The versatile·
walk, a stolen bas.e, an error
allowing the runner to go to Barrington College and Roger Masterson, who was injured McElroy, who' pos~esses · a
third, and a long sacrifice· fly Williams College. PLAYER "Mike has very good stuff for rocket-like right arm, will
probably spend most of his
sh.ort periods of time,''
which came close to being a OF THE WEEK: Larry
time in right field while fresha
play
"He'll
says.
Stenhouse
double play. Center fielder Joe Gibson.
little at first base but could be a_ man Joe Mikaelian, who has
Mikaelian uncorked a Reggie
been drawing rave notices, will
,,------------------------------------....
be in center. "Mikaelian is the
fastest and the best defensive
outfielder we have," Stenhouse
says. "He gets a good jump on .
the ball,-has good range and is
DATE
DATES
PLACE
TIME
OPPONENT
the ideal man for the job."
Left field is a bit on the
12
April
Fri
Home
Roger Williams
3: 00
side. Either
questionable
17
Wed
Home
3: 00
Bryant College
Rice or
Sylvester
veteran
20
Sat
Home
Keene St* •
1: 00 D.H.
junior Bud Goodwin, a very
23
Away
Tue
Eastern Conn.*
1: 00 D.H.
hard worker, will start and the
25
Thurs
Away
Roger Williams
3: 00
possibility exists they could
27
Sat
Away
Bbason College
1:30
share the position.
May 1
Wed
Away
Portland Gorham*
1: 00 D.H.
OF
SUMMARY
4
Sat
S.M.U.
Home
1: 00 D.H.
Probable
STRENGTHS:
5
Away
Sun •
Bryant College
2: 00
with •
starters
dependable
7
Tue
Stone.Hill
Home
2: 00
...
bullpen
questionable
11
Sat
Quinnipiac
Away
1: oo·D.H.
catching
best
Potential
12
Sun
Bentley College
Away
1: 00 D.H.
ever ...Defense which should
14
Tue
Westfield St.
Horpe
1: 00 D.H.
show improvement but, wjth
17,18
Fri, Sat
NAIA, Championship
the loss of 'five top hitters, an
( if selected)
.
bffense which may tall offa bit.
1

RIC Baseball in-'?74
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Basehall-----Coach Dave Stenhouse
.

A native of Westerly, R.I. premature end occurred early
and a former major league in 1963when he developed bone
baseball pitcher, RIC coach chips in his right elbow. He
Dave Stenhouse is also one of compiled a 3-6record before an
the finest, all-around athletes operation was required in
ever produced in the Ocean A,ugust,. causing him to miss
State.
the las.t three months of the
His early athletic fame was season.
earned in basketball. He was a
The arm 'Was still acting up
two-time All-State selection
when 1964 got underway but
an~, in 1951, was voted Stenhouse came back to post a
"Schoolboy Athlete· of the . 4-8record with a 3.50ERA over
Year" by Words Unlimited, the the latter part of the season.
state's organization of sport- During one stretch, he pitched
swriters and sportscasters.
three consecutive three-hitters
He went on to the University and lost two of them-which
of Rhode Island, where was typical of the bad luck that
basketball was king and mad~ d9gged hurlers who toiled for
the Yankee Conference All- weak-hitting Washington in
Star team three times and All- those days.
New England twice, while
Stenhouse injured his right
playing for Coach Jack Guy'. shoulder
during
spring
In his senior year, StenhousJ training in 1965 and, after a
• captained the basketball team lengthy stay on the disabled
and co-captained the baseball list, was assigned to York, Pa.
team-while catching the eye of the Double A New Yorkof several major leag_ue Penn League to pitch himself
baseball scouts. He was signed back into shape-which he did,
by the Chicago Cubs and, in compiling a 9-2 record, but the
-1956,started the long climb to call from the big club was not
the "bigs".
forthcoming.
That initial season, pitching
He was pitching well during
. for the Lafayette, Lo. team in 1966springtraining when, in a
a Class C league, Stenhouse ~ freak accident, he broke his
was 17-3 with a 1.90 ERA and right thumb and eventually
was voted to the All-Star team. was assigned to Hawaii of the
In 1957, he was moved up to Pacific
Coast
League;
Des Moines of the Class A alternating between starting
Western L~ague where he and relief assignments, he was
again made the All-Star team 10-6for the year.
with a 12-13 record and a
With his confidence buoyed,_
league-leading 190 strikeouts. Stenhouse
·began
spi;-ing
He began the. 1958campaign training in 1967 by hurling 12
with Fort Worth of, the C,lass consecutive scorless innings in
AA Texas League and was 2-1 exhibition games but then, a he
when the Cubs sent him back s~y.s, came "the kiss of
down to Des Moines; l)e tore up death;'_:_his • o~tright release
that league this time, com- from the Senators. According
and earning a second selection to the front office, •.the club
to the All-Star team.
wa-nted to go with, . its
Surprisingly, the_ Cups_ sold "young~r'-' ·.pitchers·
and
Stenhouse to the Cincinnati Stenhouse, at age 32, did not fit
Reds in 1959but this. proved to in.to their .plans.
be a . break for the young
Fortunately, _Stenhouse had
righthander
since he was done some part-time work for
assigned to Seattle of the • the Providence Mutual Inrugged Triple A Pacific Coast surance Company and, after
Leag~e. He was 12-13 that his relea_se, joined the comseason and, in 1960, was 14-12 pany on a full-time basis in
with a 2.77 ERA-all with a 1967.HeisnowaUnitManager
team that had the lowest in the Providence agency.
batting average in the league.
When the baseball post at
The Reds transferred him to RIC became available in 1969,
an equally tough league in 1961, his former basketball teamthe Triple A International . mate at U. R. I. and RIC's
League, and, after compiling a current athletic director, Bill
15-11record for Jersey City, he Baird,
offered
him the
was voted the minor league job-which was just what he
"Pitcher of the Year" by Look was looking for to maintain
magazine.
contact with the game that hatl
His big break came in played such a 'big role in his
December of that year when he
Stenhouse is married and
was traded to the Washington
lives in Cranston with his two
Senators; playing for manager
Mickey Vernon in 1962, he sons, Mike ( 16) and Dave ( 13).
finished with a 12-13 record,
but he had pitched so well in
the early part of the season
that he was selected to play in
Last Week's Quiz
both major league All-Star
games. He started the second
All-Star game, a singul,ar
1 Billie Jean King and Randy
honor for a rookie, and sub- Moffitt •
sequently was voted Rhode 2 Runners go. Batter pops up.
Island "Athlete of the Year" Infield fly rule ( one out) .
by Words Unlin:iited-the first Runner on first passes runner
Rhode Islander to receive both on second • ( two out) . Ball
the "Schoolboy" and "Athlete"
comes down and hits runner oh
second who is off •the • bag
awards from WU.
..
The first . bit ·of bad luck ( three outs) .
which was· to JJ\q..Y.,
a r9le in 3 °. J.im.D'.J3rien"Sten's" career coming to a

Answers
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Geary on Sports.-_..

Playoffs?
Playoff time is upon us and it where the best team does not
i,sas good a time as any to take always win. It is a falsified
a look at these travesties of system designed by the owners
sports and what they do to the who do not care about the
quality of sport but only about
public and the sports world.
extra
money.
The playoffs take away the making
meaning of regular season HOCKEY: Two Conferences.
play for most teams that will East and West Champion head
be in the playoffs. Only the to head for all the marbles in
teams that play around five one seven-game series.
Last year showed how
hundrfd provide any exthe divisional
citement going down the ridiculous
stretch and that is not all that system is in baseball. The New
York Mets, a team with a
exciting.
In the National Basketball record befitting a second
Association the teams with t)1e division team of six years ago,
two best records are Boston won the National League
and- Milwaukee and those two pennant against a team that
Coach Dave Stenhouse
should have one. seven game had clearly proved in 162
series to decide who is the games that it was the best
champion. Two conferences, team the National League
one winner in each. That would could offer as competition to
make regular season games • the American. Further, the
more important and allow the playoffs have taken away
teams that deserve to be there much of the excitement of the
do just tat, be there. Ture, World Series. Now it is not
many good teams would not enough to be in the series. One ,
have a shot at the cham- has to win it to be recognized as
pionship if the playoffs were a true champion. The pennant,
not held. T emas like the New which used to be the whole
York Knicks and Chicago . cake, with the series merely
Bulls. But if those teams had to being the icing ( just being
win a conference crown to have there was great) has now been
that shot, the games they deteriorated by the money
played during the regular
mongers to another step to a
season would mean just that championship. Last year the .
much more. If New York National League West should
cannot beat out Boston in the have had a dull September.
standings for first place then Sure, no one likes a dull Sep- •
they do not deserve to par- tember, but at least it would be
ticipate. The same holds true a legitimate one. The race in
( GNS Cranston, R.I.) The with Chicago and Milwaukee. the NL East was a farce. A
softball team from Laurel Hill Each team plays the same footrace among cripples who
Socail and Athletic Club won teams and each other the same had no business having one of
their opening •game at Park amount of times during the them crowned as a champion.
In the American League
View Junior High Field on season and so no excuses can
April 5 with fine pitching by be made. _Either you're better there were two dull Septembers. Had the League been
Bobby Brooks, pitch hitting by or you're not. BASKETBALL:
David_Ricard, and fielding by Two Conferences, East and doing things in the pure
Bob Di Bomenico. David West, and only one wiriner baseball sense then Oakland
and Baltimore would have
Ricard came in for leftfielder from each.
In hockey the Stanley Cup gone to the wire in one of the
Dan Shea from Santa Fe, who
injured hims~lf by running into playoffs are just about the most exciting• two-team penthe foul pole while chasing a fly same thing as basketball is, a nant races in history. And after
money-making deal.
. BASEBALL: The good old
ball.
Philadelphia and Boston days.
The win was ov·er Augie's
Football .is the one sport in
Pizza by an 8-2 seore. Mario have gone through a long,
Pagano put the Gents on the hard, 78 gai;ne schedule and which the playoffs are viable.
scoreboard
first with a should play for the cup in a The only reason for this is that
homerun in the bottom of the seven game series. For people the teams are too many and the
first inning. Then in the bottom .who say the playoffs are a schedule too short for the best
half of the third, David Ricard whole different story where the teams to be defined for sure.
unloaded a long blast off the teams play their best hockey, I The playoffs afford those
centerfield fence in centerfielci say, imagine how competitive teams to test their skills
with the bases full driving in and exciting the hockey would against each other to . deter- .•
be if the only way to get the cup mine the champion. FOOTthree runs.
With the score 5-0 in the top would be to win your con- BALL: Playoffs are good.
T here are two teams, Philly
So there you have it-some
of the fifth inning, Robert
remarks
about
Sludge of Augies Pizza tripled and Boston, who have proven pointed
off the Budweiser sign in right. they are the best in hockey. playoffs. You might agree with
Tom Burmstein then gro.unded The record shows it and they them; you might not, but the
out to first but that allowed should not have to prove it all •fact remains that the money is
Sludge to score. Then with two over again in a short series taking the sport 9ut of sports.
outs, Carl Lynch, who was
playing in centerfield for this
RISD OPENS
game, los-ta fly ball by Jacques inning, Bob dove· for a line
NEW EXHIBITS
Rash in the sun. The mistake drive headed up the middle. He
allowed Jacques to touch all caught the ball and landed Qn • Sculpture by Steven Plumhoff,
bases before •the ball was second base for two outs. Then Don Davis, John Cox, Rico
thrown into the infield and he tagged the runner returning Espinel and others; drawings
Augie's had their • first two to second. This was an and paintings by Candy Barr
unassisted triple play-the
runs.
•and Mary Shinnick; prints and
After that, except for a little first ever in the Bar and Grill drawings by Wendy Mansfield;
lightheadedness from drinking League.
and
a fiberglas
chair;
beer in the dugout between
Bob's teammates were so "Dragon Throne" by Dan
innings, the Pizzamen were impressed by his performance Spector will be featured at the
held at bay by 'Bob Brook's that they all bought him drinks Woods-Gerry gallery from
flutter ball.
•
at the club after the game. April 11-16. All are RISD
But the real hero of the day Even Mario Pagano couldn't students except Mr. Spector;
was Bob DiDomenico, who believe what happened but who graduated in 9'13.
.
pulled' ofL.som.e miracle.. play. Player Coach Matt Ginolffi
Woods-Gerry gallery, is
With the bases full in the ninth said; "I knew it all along."
located at &2·ProspectStreet.

Laurel Wins

City Center
•
Acting Company

J'OHN HOUSEMAN
Artistic

The Beggar's Opera
April 16

Director

Al I performances
in Roberts Hall
Theatre, 8:00 p.m.

Tickets!
$4.00 or
$1.00 with

RIC 1.0.

Measure for Measure
April 17~
The Three Sisters
April 18 ,

Eligible for Ticket Endowment Program
Rhode Island State Council on the Arts
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